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Numerical treatments have become the most accurate methods for 
transient liquid flows analysis. Based on a computer code provided by 
NASA/KSC, this paper presents two simulations of cryogenic transfer 
systems. Experimental data originated from the Space Shuttle Liquid 
Oxygen Servicing were obtained during drain flows. Two sets of data 
(pressure at various locations versus time) corresponding to a drain 
stop and a drain initiation were used for a comparison with the pre-
dicted pressures. The first test case was a single-phase flow whereas 
the second one was associated with liquid-column separation and vapor 
cavity collapse. Major modifications were made to the computer program 
for two-phase flow treatments. Encouraging results have been obtained 
validating the model and opening new perspectives for future work. 
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NOMENCLATURE 
A: area of pipe 
a: speed of pressure pulse 
CD: orifice discharge coefficient 
D: pipe diameter 
E: modulus of elasticity 
e: pipe-wall thickness 
f: Darcy-Weisback friction factor 
g: gravitational acceleration 
Hp: piezometric head at unknown computational point in (x,t) plane 
J: subscript denoting a particular pipe 
K: bulk modulus of elasticity 
L: pipe length 
o: subscript referring to steady-state conditions 
p: pressure 
R: hydraulic radius 
r: pipe radius 
t: time 
V: instantaneous velocity 
V : i n i ti a 1 fl u i d v el o c i ty ( steady state or mean ) 
0 
VP: velocity at unknown computational point in (x,t) plane 
x: distance along pipe from left end 
Z: elevation of pipe above datum 
a: channel slope 
0: characteristic grid-mesh ratio~; 
µ: Poisson's ratio 
v: kinematic velocity 
p: mean density 
a: unit stress in tube wall 
t: discharge coefficient CD A/ CDA 0 
t · wall shear stress o· 
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INTRODUCTION 
The space shuttle liquid oxygen servicing system is designed to 
transfer liquid oxygen (LOX) between the ground storage tank (S.T.) and 
the shuttle's external tank (E.T.). Figure 1 gives a schematic repre-
sentation of this system. Detailed information on the system is given 
in Appendix D. 
Within cryogenic liquid transfer systems, vapor cavities are 
easily formed if the fluid is maintained at conditions close to satura-
tion and a small local reduction in pressure occurs. Any valve opening 
or closure may cause the cavities to form or collapse due to a pressure 
variation. The collapse of an entrapped vapor cavity provokes a 
waterhammer-type effect and the creation of high pressure waves. These 
pressure waves may damage the piping system, and associated instrumen-
tation. To predict the magnitude of undesirable pressure surges, a 
transient waterhammer-type analysis is often required. Unfortunately, 
the analysis of pressure-wave behavior in cryogenic two-phase systems 
is phenomenologically complex. 
The objectives of the present study are to develop a mathematical 
model that may be used for the prediction of pressure behavior in 
single- and two-phase LOX systems and validate the model by comparison 






























































Chapter 1, of this report, gives a general description of water-
hammer-type behavior including the effects of pipe elasticity and vapor 
entrainment. In Chapter 2, the method of approach and the basic theory 
underlying the physical process of transient flow in conduits are 
presented. The results are detailed and discussed in Chapter 3. 
Chapter 4 concludes the work and provides suggestions for future work. 
CHAPTER I 
FUNDAMENTALS OF WATERHAMMER 
Transient pressure surges are inherently undesirable within a 
complex fluid transport system. A rapid increase in local system 
pressure may be sufficiently great to jeopardize the integrity of the 
system piping and/or associated system components . A general under-
standing, therefore, of the pressure wave generation process is neces-
sary for the proper design and operation of such systems. 
The formation and propagation of pressure waves within a system 
are the result of complex hydraulic-system interactions. The thermo-
physical nature of the fluid (temperature, density, phase, sonic 
velocity, etc.) and the piping system (diameter, wall thickness, 
elasticity, etc.) in tandom with the operational scenario (valve 
sequences, pump demands, etc.) govern the occurrence, amp 1 i tude and 
dissipation of transient pressure waves. 
The concept of rapid unsteady flow, i.e., the flow rate at a 
point that changes suddenly with time, is called waterhammer. The flow 
is considered as being transient while changing from one steady state 
condition to another. Transient behavior may be generated by rapid 
valve closure (or opening) or by the collapse of a vapor cavity. It is 
always accompanied by a change in fluid velocity at a specific point, 
and sometimes by pressure surges which may be large enough to have 
damaging effects on the piping system. The equation relating a change in 
5 
velocity to a pressure head change is derived within Streeter and Wylie 
(1967) and has the following form: 
where: 
llH a (1) = - llV g 
llH: change in pressure head 
fl v: change in ve 1 oci ty 
a: wavespeed of the fluid in the pipe 
g: gravitational acceleration 
(For LOX in thin-walled pipelines a is of the order of 2,600 ft/s 
so that ~ ~ 80 sec. Therefore a sudden reduction in velocity of g 
1 ft/sec yields a head rise of 80 ft head.) 
To visualize the mechanism of wave propagation and reflection at a 
boundary, the following example of a horizontal pipe connected upstream 
to a reservoir and downstream to a fast-closing valve is discussed 
(Figure 2). 
The valve is closed at time t = 0 and the fluid upstream starts 
being compressed and is brought to rest while the pipe wall is 
stretched. This process is repeated gradually for a 11 the 1 ayers 
within the pipe in direction to the reservoir at the wavespeed a, 
bringing the fluid to rest as it compresses and expanding the pipe 
walls (Figure 2a). At time t = ~where L is the pipe length, the wave 
reaches the upstream end of the pipe leaving the entire fluid under the 
extra head H after having converted the total kinetic energy into 
elastic energy (plastic deformations and friction losses are not 
considered in this simplified example). 
6 




Fig. 2 .· _ Sequence of events after sudden 





At the reservoir, however, the pressure still has its initial 
value and the nearest fluid layers to the tank are in unbalanced 
condition. Therefore, the fluid starts to flow backward into the 
reservoir, decompressing the fluid at the reservoir entrance until the 
pressure again takes its normal value it had before closure. The fluid 
gets the same velocity it had before closure, but in the opposite 
direction, and the pipe walls return to normal (Figure 2b). At time 
t = 2L the wave returns to the va 1 ve, pressures return to norma 1 
a 
everywhere and the velocity is everywhere negative with a speed numer-
ically equal to the original velocity. 
Since the valve is closed, no fluid is available to maintain the 
fl ow and a 1 ow-pressure (-H) is created and brings the fl ow to rest. 
Trave 11 i ng at a speed "a" towards the tank, this 1 ow pressure wave 
contracts the pipe walls while at the same time expanding the fluid 
(Figure 2c). If the fluid static pressure becomes less than vapor 
pressure (and for cryogenic fl~id it is often the case) vapor formation 
occurs. 
At time t = 3L the layers close to the tank are set at rest but 
a 
in unbalanced pressure condition since the pressure downstream is at 
head -H less than the upstream layers. The fluid again flows with the 
initial velocity in the direction of the valve leaving a normal pres-
sure behind the front wave travelling at speed a (Figure 2d). Finally 
the wave reaches the valve at the instant t = !L and all the conditions 
are similar to those at time t = 0. This periodic process (the period 
8 
is 4 L/a) in reality is damped out by friction and plastic. deformation; 
eventually bringing the fluid to rest. 
Wavespeed a 
The wavespeed is a dominant factor which influences the pressure 
head. It depends on the piping system and the nature of the fluid 
itself. A general relationship for wavespeed is given by Streeter and 
Wylie (1967) for pipe conduits. 
a = ( K/p ) ~ 1 + ( K/ E )( DI e) C (2) 
where: 
c: correction for Poisson ratio effects 
0: inside diameter of the pipe 
e: pipe wall thickness 
E: Young's modulus of elasticity 
K: bulk modulus of elasticity of the fluid 
p: mass density of the fluid 
The numerator (Equation 2) represents the sonic velocity in an 
infinite fluid. In the case of LOX the sonic velocity at saturated 
liquid conditions is about 2,900 ft/sec. This velocity may be reduced 
to 2,589 ft/sec in 611 diameter steel pipe, 2,500 ft/sec in 811 diameter 
steel pipe when the wall thickness is 1/10 inch and when the system is 
provided with expansion joints. For a 17 11 diameter pipe with 1/6 inch 
wall thickness, the sonic velocity is 2,410 ft/sec. This correction to 
9 
the wavespeed has been incorporated and calculated separately for each 
pipe in the theoretical model. 
Another important parameter influencing the sonic velocity is the 
entrapped vapor. Gas bubbles dramatically reduce the pressure wave-
speed (a) in a pipeline. With vapor present, the bulk modulus of 
elasticity is reduced, and is given by the following relationship: 
(3) 
where: 
v = vl . + v 1 q g 
The subscript 11 911 refers to the gas (vapor) phase and "liq 11 to 
the liquid phase. 
As little as 1% oxygen vapor (by volume) may reduce the sonic 
velocity by a factor 8. 
The presence of vapor not only decreases the sonic velocity, but 
a 1 so reduces the effective amp 1 i tude of waterhammer pressure surges 
since the head rise is proportional to the sonic velocity. 
These preliminary reflections give an insight on waterhammer 
concepts including the important parameters whose effects are discussed 
in subsequent chapters. 
CHAPTER II 
METHOD OF APPROACH 
The starting point of this study was a computer code HYTRAN 
supplied by NASA/KSC, which can be used for calculating the pressure 
and velocity of a single-phase fluid in a piping system at designated 
locations during a transient. For initial conditions, the fluid is 
re qui red to be i n steady- state and a 11 i n i ti a 1 v a 1 u es of pres sure and 
velocity need to be determined and used as input data. The project was 
composed of three major steps: 
1. Familiarization with the HYTRAN program. This consisted of 
reviewing the computational methodology and basic modelling 
theory and input data calculation. The program was made 
operational on the NASA/KSC VAX 780 computer. As an initial 
test case, a sample input/output test case was provided with 
the HYTRAN User 1 s Manua 1 (Washburn) and was considered for 
one of the initial test cases. (The code supplied by NASA 
was a modified version of the initial program described in 
the User's Manual and some input data had to be recalculated. 
More details are given in Appendix B). 
2. A first model of the LOX piping system was made. It was used 
to calculate the input data for the case of single-phase 
described by Lin, Moore, and Walker (1982). Since the 





























































































































































































































































































































































































this model was excessive, a simplified piping model was 
created as illustrated in Figure 3. The results with both 
models were similar and the second model was adopted during 
the remainder of the project. A sample HYTRAN input data 
· calculation is found in Appendix E. A parametric study was 
conducted to obtain better understanding of the mechanism of 
wave propagation and to determine the most influencing 
variables. New boundary possibilities were added to HYTRAN 
in order to simulate satisfactorily a surge tank and lumped 
elements. The results are summarized in Appendix F. 
3. For the two-phase flow test case (Lin, Moore, and Walker, 
1982) extensive modifications in the computer program have 
been made (detail is found in Appendix C). A two-phase flow 
transient analysis is found in Appendix G, including the 
re s u 1 ts . A c 1 a s s i ca 1 steady state con d i t i o n s a pp roach i s 
also presented in Appendix G. 
Theory 
The formation and propagation of pressure waves within a system 
result from complex hydraulic-system interactions. 
The basic fluid mechanics equations, however, must be obeyed at 
each piping section in the system and at any time. Conservation of 
mass and momentum are two partial differential equations in terms of 
two dependent variables (velocity and head) and two independent 
variables (distance along the pipe and time). 
13 
Streeter and Wylie (1967) give a complete development of the 
basic equations which can also be found in Appendix A. 
The governing transient equations for a single dimension (x) can 
be expressed as: 
Momentum: aH + dV + f D_ = 0 g ax dt 20 (4) 
Continuity: 
2 ~ aV + V ( aH + sin ex) + aH = 0 
g ax ax at (5) 
The use of the method of characteristics converts the two partial 
differential equations into four ordinary differential equations which 
are put in finite-difference form and solved numerically. The method 
yields accurate results, easily handles a variety of boundary condi-
tions and does not require excessive computer storage capacity. 
The HYTRAN code uses the method of characteristics to numerically 
solve for pressure head and fluid velocity simultaneously. Various 
boundaries are incorporated (va~ves, reservoir, pump) and new ones have 
been added within this study. Appendix B presents a detailed descrip-
tion of the computer code HYTRAN and of its initial modifications from 
the original version. 
Hytran Modifications 
The modifications made to the HYTRAN program were an important 
part of this study. They made HYTRAN easier of use (input data), more 
versatile (new boundaries have been added) and, above all, offered the 
possibility of handling vapor cavity formation and collapse. The four 
14 
major changes detailed in Appendix C are presented in Table 2. The 
final version of HYTRAN is presented in Appendix H with a sample input 






MODIFICATIONS TO HYTRAN PROGRAM 
MODIFICATION 
c44 replaced by Cv 
(valve constants) 
Surge tank section 
replaced by new 
boundaries (includ-






REASON FOR MODIFICATION 
Simplify input data 
calculation 
Prevent errors 
Error in original 
version 









Better fit to 
experimental data 
Impossibility for the Satisfying 
original version to results 
handle the problem 
Need of including vapor More effective 
cavity length to output and efficient 
data data provision 
Capture the absolute 
pressure maximas 




Chapter II presented a model that may be used to assess the 
transient, two-phase pressure behavior within the NASA/KSC Liquid 
Oxygen Transport System. To validate or check the model, two opera-
tional draining scenarios, one single-phase and the other two-phase, 
were compared with model predictions. 
Two sets of experimental data were provided by NASA (Lin, Moore, 
and Walker, 1982) including the drain scenarios corresponding to each 
case. 
Single Phase Case 
The first set is related to a drain sequence interruption caused 
by the closure of two valves in the storage tank area. The pressures 
were reported at three different points; viz: 
1. skid inlet 
2. skid outlet 
3. orbiter inlet 
The flow did not contain any vapor cavities and the analysis did 
not include two-phase considerations. A comparison of theoretical and 
experimental results are presented in Figures 4, 5, 6. For the steady 
state conditions, the agreement between predicted and measured data is 
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































to a slightly too small sonic velocity in the cross-country section, to 
a smaller valve closure time, ... ). 
However the measured magnitude of the pressure spike at the skid 
inlet is 40% larger than the predicted peak pressure. 
The predicted maximas at skid inlet and outlet are close 
together. This is due to the small distance separating the skid inlet 
from the skid outlet and the assumption of a discontinuity (for example 
the presence of a lumped inertia) may be able to simulate this 
behavior. Of particular interest is the filter which may behave in a 
more complex manner than a valve with equivalent Cv coefficient. 
A 1 though unlikely, there may exist a vapor pocket or entrapped gas 
within the filter. 
With the present possibilities offered by the program, the best 
representation of the system in the skid area would probably be the 
assumption of a lumped inertia at a junction located between the skid 
inlet and outlet in order to simulate the short horizontal pipe sec-
tions where the fluid may behave like a solid. Between skid outlet and 
orbiter inlet, the flexhose section (20 ft long) can be represented by 
a lumped capacitance with a given bulk modulus of elasticity much 
smaller than in the rest of the pipeline. Finally the TSM vent line 
may be modeled by a vapor chamber. 
Two-Phase Flow Case 
The pressure spike data with vapor cavity formation and collapse 
were obtained during a drain flow initiation on September 15, 1981. A 
description of the operations is given by Lin, Moore and Walker (1982). 
20 
Two sets of pressure spikes were measured: the first due to the 
collapse of the cavity located downstream from the valve PVlO and the 
second due to the collapse of the cavity located downstream the main 
fill valve. The first cavity resulted in complete backfilling of the 
pipeline and the second from a liquid column separation downstream the 
replenish valve which was held only 15% open. Since the origins of 
both pressure spikes are independent, they could be assessed 
separately. In this study only the second case was examined in detail. 
As the replenish valve was positioned 15%, the liquid column 
downstream is subjected to less resistance than the upstream column at 
the replenish valve, hence, liquid column separation occurred. This 
situation lasted for over a hundred seconds until the main fill valve 
was eventually opened and the cavity backfilled. This whole process 
has been simulated, the details are given in Appendix G. A classical 
steady-state approach can also be found in Appendix G with the compari-
son of the results of both methods. An agreement within 5% was found 
concerning the steady state velocities of up-and-downstream columns, 
cavity length, and maximum pressure spike. 
The comparison of the predicted pressure spikes with the experi-
mental data are shown in Figures 7, 8, and 9. The following observa-
tions are made: 
There is a difference in the timing; the predicted peaks occur 
"too early" and the theoretical time interval between the two peaks is 
smaller than the measured one. The results shown in Figures 7, 8, and 







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































If the orifice is assumed to be a nozzle (change in CV constant), the 
predicted peaks occur about 0.8 second earlier and the peak values are 
higher. This is due to the direct dependence of the column velocities 
on the valve constant and friction factors. In addition the size of 
the vapor cavity (over 180 feet) depends on the flow parameters. A 
larger cavity size yields a proportionally larger time delay for the 
first pressure spike. 
The time interval between the first and second peak (which is the 
reflected wave at the storage area) is underestimated. The reason for 
this is the presence of vapor bubbles in the pipeline reducing dras-
tically the sonic velocity as explained in Chapter 1. The presence of 
these small vapor cavities in the cross country line is confirmed by 
the output data. A possible improvement requires adjusting the sonic 
velocity in each pipe according to the two-phase void fraction (ratio 
of cavity length over pipelength). 
At the skid inlet and outlet, the predicted maximum peak pressure 
is higher than in the experiment. Wylie and Streeter (1978) confirms 
that the model used overpredicts the pressure spikes and yields 
oscillations too large. 
The results can be improved. In the model used, only the TSM 
vent line has been included but not the 20-feet-long flexhose. This 
elastic section can be simulated by a lumped capacitance at a junction 
which would level the oscillations. Another helpful change would be 
the already suggested sonic velocity adjustment to the vapor cavity 
fraction. 
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It can also be observed (Figure 7) that the curve representing 
the measured data may not truly describe the pressure variations. The 
recorded pressure data points are separated by a 0.1 second time 
interval. Any peak or low pressure occurring within this interval is 
not recorded. The measurement devices may have their own limitation 
including: inertia opposed to rapid pressure changes and limited 
pressure range (0 - 500 psi). These uncertainties yield conservative 
pres sure readings which may underestimate and level the real pressure 
response. 
In the case of the skid outlet and primarily the orbiter inlet, 
the amplitude of the predicted pressure peaks is in the range of the 
measured values. 
An important observation is that if the replenish valve is held 
100% open, no column separation should occur. 
The pressure spikes due to the collapse of the vapor cavity at 
the ' ground side of the valve PVlO are simulated as a first approxima-
tion by creating artificially the cavity starting with a zero fluid 
velocity in the whole system and opening the valve A196 in the storage 
area ( PVlO is kept closed). A vapor cavity is created downstream of 
PVlO and when the cavity reaches the desired size, the valve PVlO is 
opened, as shown by the valve's manufacture diagram (by giving t the 
corresponding values). The test was conducted starting the opening of 
PVlO after a cavity of 3 feet had been developed. The corresponding 
pressure spikes resulting from the collapse of that small cavity were 
too small in amplitude and occurred much earlier than the experimental 
26 
data showed (2 seconds difference). This tends to indicate that the 
actual cavity size is larger than 3-4 feet. An improved simulation of 
this set of pressure spikes should however include the TSM vent line as 
a real pipeline discharging to the atmosphere and containing various 
vapor chambers (since this line is not insulated and vapor pockets are 
therefore likely in the line). Besides its role as an air chamber this 
line did not have a large influence in the previous simulations because 
the valve A86483 had always been closed. However at the moment of 
registering pressure spikes due to the opening of PVlO, the valve 
A86483 is still open and can discharge liquid into the dump basin. The 
presence of the TSM vent line acting like a pressure damper justifies 
the higher pressure at the orbiter inlet than at the skid outlet and 
inlet since the latter are located at the ground side of the TSM vent 
line junction. 
CHAPTER 4 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
This study led to modifications of the computer program HYTRAN in 
order to broaden its field of application and make its use easier. 
Better results were obtained for the single-phase flow with the intro-
duction of lumped capacitance and inertia. The large peak pressure 
drop between skid inlet and skid outlet may be simulated (at least 
partially) using both of these elements. The lumped capacitance models 
the flexhose and the lumped inertia models the horizontal pipe section 
between skid inlet and skid outlet. 
Reasonable results were obtained in the case of the flow with 
vapor cavity collapse after having modified the subroutine PHASE 
designed to handle flow with vapor bubbles. 
The differences between predicted and experimenta 1 results may 
have following origins: 
1. Modification made in the piping system model. 
2. Uncertainties on the system parameters (CV valve coefficients 
are given for water at 60°F and may not be exactly the same 
for LOX. The E.T. is not cylindrical as assumed in the 
model). 
3. Numerical errors due to interpolation (the choice of the 
timestep is very important for the case of long calculation 
time). The timestep is even more important in the case of a 
28 
fl ow with bubbles s i nee in the subroutine PHASE the ve l oc-
i ti es at the grid points (method of characteristics, 
Appendix A) are not extrapolated. 
4. The real valve opening curves may be different from the ideal 
curve used to simulate the opening or closure of the valves. 
There may a 1 so exist an uncertainty on the closure and/ or 
opening time of the different valves. 
5. The sonic velocity is an important parameter for which exact 
determination is still not we 11 established for two-phase 
mixtures. 
6. Eventually there are limitations with the model itself which 
is only a mathematical tool supposed to describe the real 
behavior of liquid flow. For example, the flow in a pipe 
cross section is not uniform as assumed in the model. Larger 
errors are introduced in the case of two-phase flow where the 
cavities probably move with the liquid, instead of remaining 
at the fixed locations. 
7. Certain phenomena are still not completely understood. 
Although suggestions have been made in Chapter 3, the large 
peak pressure drop existing between the skid inlet and outlet 
is still not satisfactorily modeled. The filter may behave 
on a more complex way than an ordinary junction with a given 
constant CV. Dynamic parameters affecting the rate of change 
in pressure and velocity may coexist with the traditional 
steady state constants. 
29 
8. Finally uncerta.:inties in the readings (inertia of the pres-
sure measure device) and discrete values introduce leveled 
pressure spikes. 
The following recommendations for future work are made: 
1. For the single-phase flow there are still various possible 
combinations of newly introduced devices (lumped inertia, 
capacitance, surge tank and air chamber) to be included in 
the model. 
2. For the two-phase flow the sonic velocity should be recalcu-
lated at each timestep for each pipe using the void fraction 
X(J) = Y.g = CAVL(J) 
V XL( J) 
in pipe J in equation (3) (Chapter 1) which yield 
(pg X(J) + pliq (1 - X(J))(l + X(J))(a2 pliq - 1)) 
a~ Pg 
where a1. and a are the sonic velocities in liquid and 1q g 
gas, respectively in ft/s and pl. and p are the weight 1q g 
densities (lb/ft3). 
3. In order to limit the large oscillations occurring with vapor 
cavity collapse, an adequate correction factor should be 
incorporated to the sonic velocity to take into account the 
dependence of the sonic velocity with the pressure in the 
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case of cavity collapse. Equation (1) (Chapter 1) should be 
formulated as follows: 
llH = ~ llV where 11 a11 is pressure dependent g 
This modification would affect the rate of pressure change, 
namely: the reduced slope of the pressure versus time curve. 
4. A major modification could be the adaptation to HYTRAN of the 
Specified Time Intervals Method with Interpolation developed 
in Wylie and Streeter ( 1978) where the theory and the com-
puter program can be found. 
5. Investigate the effect of non-condensable gases (Helium, 
Nitrogen) by considering the gas cavities as chambers located 
at the piping sections. 
6. Use the liquid hydrogen experimental data as additional test 
cases. 
7. Introduce additional measurement devices in the skid region 
(i.e., upstream and down~tream of the filter) to facilitate a 
more detailed analysis of the large pressure drop. 
8. Apply the model to the Vandenberg Air Force Base LOX system. 
APPENDIX A 
TRANSIENT FLOW EQUATIONS 
Derivation of Basic Equations 





pA i (A + aA ox) 
ax 2 
pA + ~x (pA) ox 
z 
Datum 
Fig. 10. Forces on free body of fluid in a conduit. 
The pressure is assured constant over any section of the conduit. 
Summing all the forces yields 
pA - (pA + ;x (pA) 6x) + (p + ~ ~x) ;~ 6x + pg6x (A + ~~ ~x) sin a 
- t 0 u D 6x = p (A + ;~ ~x) 6x ~~ 
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Dropping the second order terms 
an aA aA dV 




1 an . + to n D + dV __ 0 - .::..r. - g sin a p ax Ap dt 
Assuming p independent of H yields 
p = pg (H - Z) 
~ = pg (aH _ az) = pg (aH + sin a) 
ax ax ax ax 
2 
A = n D 
4 
The shear stress t 0 at the wall of the conduit is taken to be the 
steady-state shear stress. 
• where f is the Darcy Weisback friction factor 
Finally 
aH 
ef v2 e9 (ax + sin a} sin a + n D (4) + dV = 0 p - g 2 8 dt 
n D p 
aH + dV + f v lvl 









Fi g . 11. Conti nu i ty equation . 
pAV - (pAV + ~x (pAV) os) = ~t (pAos) 
ao aA aV ao aA a 
( - ..::..c. AV - p v - pA ) os = ..::..c. Aos + p os + pA ~t (os) ax ax ax · at at o 
y ~ + l ~ + y aA + .! aA + L ~ ( 0 s) + a V = 0 p ax p at A ax A at os at ax 
But a 1 so 
dA - v aA + aA 
dt - ax at 
(total derivatives following the 
motion of the fluid) 
d .os _ V aos + aos = aos 
~ - ax at at since os is only dependent on t. 
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The bulk modulus of elasticity of the liquid is defined as 
Q£ 
K=~ l 9£ 
p dt 
Using Poisson's ratio yields the time rate of increase of radius. 
1 dA _ 2 do2 dol 
A dt - E (dt - µ dt ) 
Combining yields 
V 1 d 1 do2 do 1 ~ + - 9E + - ( (2 ) + ( 1 2 ) ) = 0 ax K dt E dt - µ dt - µ 
The circumferential stress rate is 
For a pipe supported at the upstream end only 
av + l Q2 (1 + KO c ) = o 
ax K dt Ee 1 
Defining 
12 
a = ___ (~K_;_l~e..L-) ___ "'7"°1 
{l + (KIE) (Die) C 1 )~ 
5 c = - - µ 1 4 
following expression is obtained: 
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av + _1 _ 9£ = 0 
ax 2 dt pa 
But 9£ = V ~ + ~ = Vpg (aH + sin ex) + pg m__ dt ax at ax at 
Therefore: 
2 ~ aV + V (aH + sin ex) + aH = 0 (5) g ax ax at 
which is the continuity equation for pipe having small 
deformation. 
NOTE: • When the pipe is anchored throughout against axial 
movement 
do2 
= µ - and dt 
2 c1 = 1 - µ 
•• When there are expansion joints throughout the piping system: 
do1 
-= 0 dt so 
c = 1 1 
There is only an influence on.the sonic velocity a. 
Method of Characteristics 
Equation of motion (4) yields 
aH + dV + fV lvl = 0 g ax dt 20 
Continuity equation (5) yields 
~ L1 = aH + v av+ av+ f v I vi = o g ax ax at 20 
2 2 
!__ av+ V (aH . ..v) + aH = O ~ L = aH + !__ av+ V aH + V sin ex= o g ax ax + sin ~ at 2 ax g ax ax 
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L + oL = 0 (aH (V + g) + aH) + (av (V + ~o) + av) 1 2 ax o at ax g at 
+ oV sin a+;~ IVI= 0 
if 
o dH + dV + o V sin dt dt 




f v lvl = 0 20 
dx _ V + dt - - a. 
The two characteristic equations corresponding to (7) are then 
g dH + dV + g V sin ex + f v I vi = 0 a dt dt a 20 
0 = g c+ dx a 
- = V +a dt 
:_g dH + dV _. g 
sin ex + f v I vi = 0 a dt dt a V 20 
0 = :_g -c 











Fig. 12. Grid lines for method of specified time intervals. 
In finite difference form e+ and e- become 
Vp - VR + i (HP-HR) + i VR 
e+ 
xp - xR = (VR+a) (tP-tR) 
V - V - g (H -H ) - g V P S a P S a S 
-e 
x -p xs = (Vs-a) (tp-ts) 
With the conditions known 
and S by linear interpolation 
Ve _ ea (Ve _ VA) 
VR = 1 + e (V - V ) e A 
sin a (tP-tR) f + 20 VR I VRI (tP-tR) = 0 
sin a (tP-tS) f + 20 Vs I v51 (tp-ts) = 0 
at A, B, e they can be evaluated at R 
where 
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where e = ~t ~x 
The derivation is given in Addendum 1 at the end of this 
Appendix. 
Finally: 






Fig. 13. Characteristics at the boundaries. 
At the end of the pipe only one characteristic equation is 
available. For a left-end bounqary (C-) holds, for a right-hand 
+ boundary (C ) holds. 
At each end there is thus one equation for the two unknowns VP 
and Hp. 
Another equation is VP and/or Hp is necessary. It is given by 
the boundary itself. 
• For an upstream end C becomes 
(8) 
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where c2 = ~ and cl is only dependent of known values. 
• For a downstream and C+ becomes 
Auxiliary equations 
Reservoir at fixed level at upstream end: 
(9) 
Reservoir at fixed level at downstream end: 
~ Hp NN and VP NN. 
' ' 
Series connection: 
NN 1 NN is the last section of pipe J 
Pipe J ~ Pipe J+l 1 first J + 1 
Fig. 14. Pipes connected in series. 
A: pipe cross sectional area 
H = H P,J,NN P,J+l,l 
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But also holds 
V = C - C H P,J,NN 3 2,J P,J,NN (10) 
(11) 
Solving these equations simultaneously yields (see addendum 2 at 
the end of this appendix) 
HP,J+l,1 
V = C - C H P,J,NN 3 2,J P,J,NN 
Valve or orifice in the interior of~ pipeline: 
~ 
* VP,J,NN A= Cd AG (2g HP,J,NN - HP,J+l,1) 2 
A: pipe cross sect area 
AG: valve area opening 
Cd: valve discharge coefficient. 
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Defining t as the dimensionless valve opening 
( 11 0 11 refers to steady-state conditions). 
in steady-state conditions 
A 1 so ho 1 ds 
and 
and v = v P,J,N P,J+l,l 
The solution derived in addendum 3 (end of Appendix A) is 
v 2 k P J NN - J = -C4 + (C4 + C4 (Cl+ C3))2 




Valve or orifice at the end of pipe: 
Now ~H becomes H across the valve 0 0 
Vp NN Hp NN ~ Cd AG 
' = '[ ( H, ) Vo '[ = (Cd A ) 0 G o 
and Vp NN = C3 - C2 Hp NN 
' ' 






= - - + 2 
In cone 1 us ion, knowing the heads and ve 1 oc it i es at some steady-
state conditions at time 11 t, 11 this method allows the determination of 
the new valves of Vp and Hp at all the sections at time 11 t + ~t 11 and so 
on for any transient phenomenas (valve opening or closure). HYTRAN 
fundamental equations written in FORTRAN are derived in Addendum 5. 
a) 
ADDENDUM 1 
V - ae (V - V ) 







x - x = ~x C A 
t - t = ~t p R 
e = ~t 
Ax 
Combining (12), (14), (15) yields 
= 










V - ae (V - V ) 
_ e e A 
VR - 1 + 0 (Ve - VA) 







x - x = p s 
e = f1t 
f1x 
Again we perform the same substitutions as above and get 
Ve - Vs = (Vs - a) (tp - ts) = (V - a) (~~x) = -(Vs - a) e Ve - v8 Cxe - x8) s u 
Solving for Vs yields 
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1 Ve 
Vs (-e + v - v ) = v - v - ae 
e B e B 
or 
V - ea (V - V ) 
V = e e B 





H - H x - x 
e R = p R = (V + a) e 
He - HA xe - xA R 











• V =C -C H P,J,NN 3 2,J P,J,NN 
• H = H P,J,NN P,J+l,1 
for H P,J,NN and H P,J+l,1 
substituting into (21) yields 
in (18) and (19) 
From (20) Vp J NN is obtained as following 
, ' 







Finally with (19) 
-Cl + V P,J+l,l 
HP,J+l,l = c1 
H __ 1 c3 c2 J+l + cl c2J -- (-C + ( ' )) 






H - H 
V V ( P,J,NN P,J+l,1)~ 
• P,J,NN = 1 oJ AH
0 
(22) 
• vP,J+1,1 = cl + c2 HP,J+1,1 (23) 
(24) 
(22) v 2 HP,J,NN = AHo ( P,J,NN) + H 
L voJ P,J+l,l 
Substituting into (24) yields 
AH 
V C C ( V2 ( o 2) H ) P J NN = 3 - 2 P J NN + P J+l 1 
' ' ' ' ( T V OJ ) ' ' 
_ vP,J+1,1 - cl 






t V oJ 
c4 = ~Ho c2 
and rearranging yields 




Given • VPVJ,NN = t (H P,~,NN)~ 
0 0 
• 
From (25) Ho H = V P,J,NN P,J,NN v2 t2 
0 
2. b 
Substituting into vi: yields 
or 
Calling 
C H 2 
v = c - 2 0 v P,J,NN 3 t2 v2 P,J,NN 
2 v2 
t 0 
C4 = C H 2 0 
0 0 
the above equation becomes 




In this section, the general Method of Characteristics is 
derived. Two kinds of points have been considered: 
- interior points 
- boundary points 
The expression of velocity and pressure head at time t + 6t at 
any point are expressed as functions of known parameters evaluated at 
time t by previous calculations. 
The grid points of the method of characteristics are located by 
two indices: J designing the pipe (pipe number) 
I designing the section of the pipe J (reach number) 
With these elements the expressions derived in Appendix A (Method 
of Characteristics) can be translated directly in computer language as 
they appear in HYTRAN. 
For I= 1, ... , N 
V R ( J , I) = ( V ( J , I+ 1 ) - TH ET A ( J ) * A ( J ) * ( V ( J , I+ 1 ) - ( V ( J , I) ) ) I ( 1 + 
THETA(J) * (V(J,I+l) - V(J,I))) 
VS ( J , I+ 1 ) = ( V ( J , I) - TH ET A ( J ) * A ( J ) * ( V ( J , I ) - V ( J , I + 1 ) ) ) I ( 1 -
THETA(J) * (V(J,I) - V(J,I+l))) 
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HR ( J , I ) = H (J , I+ 1 ) - TH ET A ( J ) * ( V R ( J , I ) + A ( J ) ) * ( H (J , I+ 1 ) -
H(J,I)) 
HS(J,I+l) = H(J,I) + THETA(J) * (VS(J,I+l) - A(J)) * (H(J,I) -
H(J,I+l)) 
NOTE: For VR and HR the subscript I is the one indicated on the above 
sketch. However, for VS and HS, I designs point C and I+l point 
B (respectively former I+l and !+2). 
For Interior Points 
With these known values of velocity and head at points R and S, 
the velocity and head at point P become for I= 1, ... , N-1. 
VP(J,I+l) = 0.5 * (VR(J,I) + VS(J,I+2) + C2(J) * (HR(J,I) - HS(J,I+2) -
DELT * SIN(ALPHA(J)) * (VR(J,I) - VS(J,1+2))) - (F(J) * 
DELT I ( 2. *D( J))) * ( VR( J, I) * ABS( VR( J, I)) + VS( J, I +2) * 
ABS (VS(J,I+2)))) 
HP(J,I+l) = 0.5 * (HR(J,I) + HS(J,I+2) + (A(J)/G) * (VR(J,I) -
VS(J,I+2)) - DELT * SIN(ALPHA(J)) * (VR(J,I) + VS(J,I+2) -
(A(J)/G) * (F(J) * DELT/(2.*D(J))) * (VR(J,I) * 
ABS(VR(J,I)) - VS(J,I+2) * ABS(VS(J,1+2)))) 
NOTE: • The velocity and head are calculated at any interior 
points, i.e., from section 2 to N. 
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• The variable C2(J) is defined as C2(J) = G/A(J) (calculated 
previously in subroutine INIT). 
For Boundary Points 
The boundary points corresponding to both ends of pipe J are 
located by subscript 1 (upstream end) and NN (downstream end). 
NN = N+l where N is the total number of reaches in pipe J. 
As stated in Appendix A, the velocity and pressure head are 
directly related to two parameters introduced for reasons of commodity. 
For I = 1 
Cl(J) = VS(J,I+l) * (1. + C2(J) * DELT * SIN(ALPHA(J)) - F(J) * DELT * 
ABS(VS(J,I+l))/(2. * D(J))) - C2(J) * HS(J,I+l) 
For I = N 
C3(J) = VR(J,I) * (1. - C2(J) * DElT * SIN(ALPHA(J)) - F(J) * DELT * 
ABS(VR(J,I))/(2. * D(J))) + C2(J) * HR(J,I) 
At each junction (end of pipe) one of these parameters relates 
the velocity to the pressure head. 
Upstream end: VP(J,1) = Cl(J) + C2(J) * HP(J,1) 
Downstream end: VP(J,NN) = C3(J) - C2(J) * HP(J,NN) 
At both ends of pipe J, one extra equation is needed to determine 
completely VP and HP. This additional equation is furnished by the 
junction itself (see Appendix A, Boundary Conditions). 
APPENDIX B 
ORIGINAL HYTRAN VERSION 
INPUT 
T = T + tiT 
YES 
Fig. 15. HYTRAN Flowchart 
INPUT: 
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Reads in the data stored in file: HYTRAN.DAT. (Sample shown 
in Appendix H.) 
IN IT : Ca 1 cu 1 ates the i n i ti a 1 ( steady state) con di ti on s ( head and 
velocity) at each grid point (reach) of the piping system. 
TMSTEP: Checks the timestep ~T for stability. If the distance covered 
by the pressure pulse is larger than any reach length, the 
former timestep is halved. 
STATE: Determines the head and velocity for transient calculation at 
interior points of pipes (not at end of pipes) by the method 
of characteristics. 
BOUDRY: Calculates the head and velocity at junctions (ends) of the 
pipes in the system using the boundary conditions (tank, 
valves, orifice, series connection ... ) 
PHASE: When vapor formation occurs at a section, the pressure is held 
at vapor head and cavity is permitted to form. 
TMFUNC: If there is a tank at junction 1 TMFUNC determines the height 
of liquid in the tank or in the first connected pipe whenever 
the tank is empty. 
OUTPUT: Writes the results (mainly head and velocity at each pipe 
junction) in file: HYTRAN.RPT at preselected times. (Sample 
shown in Appendix H.) 
NOTE: The main loop between T = T + ~T and T > TMAX holds for 
transient calculation usirig the method of characteristics. 
Head and velocity are calculated at each piping section 
(reach) at time T + ~T .using the data obtained previously at 
time T. 
These calculations are done between T = 0 and T = TMAX for 
which the transient is to be analyzed. 
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Initial Hytran Modifications 
The modification made on the former HYTRAN version required some 
changes in the HYTRAN User's Manual. 
The variables: 
!VALVE: indicating the type of valve used 
TT: indicating the time in seconds after T = 0 when the 
various valves begin their motion 
TC: indicating the length of time in seconds required 
for the valves to open or close 
RB: radii of the spheres of the various ball valves 
have been eliminated. 
On the other hand new variables have been introduced: 
NTAU: A one-dimensional array consisting of integer 
numbers between 1, 10 in ascending numeri ca 1 order 
by junction number. Indicates the number of data 
points used to describe the valve opening fraction 
TAUV as a function of time. 
TIME: A two-di mens i ona 1 array i dent i fyi ng in ascending 
numerical order by junction number the times at 
which a TAUV value is given. For each junction 10 
data need to be entered in ascending numerical 
order. 
TAUV: A two-dimensional array giving the valve opening 
fractions in ascending numerical order by junction 
number. (10 values per junction). 
A graph for the standard valves is given below 
TIME2, ITPR2, TIME3, TIME4, ITPR4: contra 1 the output of the 
printer. As before, ITPRNT defines the intervals at which the output 
is generated by the printer (i.e., the value of ITPRNT = 5, indicates 
that every 5th timestep will be printed). 
Now for T > TIME2 
T > TIME3 
T > TIME4 
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ITPRNT = ITPR2 
ITPRNT = ITPR3 
ITPRNT = ITPR4. 
The variable NSINK has been given a new function, as illustrated 
I 
in Table 3. 









DESCRIPTION OF NSINK VARIABLE 
Inside of line 
(Between pipes 
Valve Type equal diameter) 
Control valve x 




Pressure relief valve 
Pressure relief valve x 
* ClP (L) = head for valve to activate (ft) 






C2P (L) = head for valve to close completely (ft) 




























Fig. 16. TAUV values for classical valve types. 
1.0 
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Knowfr1g the total closure time TC and the time TT after T = 0 
when the valves begin their motion, the variable TIME can be calculated 
as: 
T TIME = TT + TC 
Derivation of the valve constant c44 
The valve constant c44 used in HYTRAN is related to the head loss 
through a valve or an orifice. 
2 
Vo a 
C44 = -H-g 0 
It is defined as: 
for a valve or an orifice at the end of a pipe 
when inside the piping system. (27) 
v2 
o a 
and C44 = g(~H)o 
a: upstream wave speed (ft/sec) 





: velocity and head drop·for steady-state flow conditions 
Two cases are examined: 
1. Orifice where the inner diameter is known. 
2. Valve, filter, ... where a Cv coefficient is given. 
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os _J~L- Case 1 
-..- Subscript 11 J 11 refers to upstream pipe. 
F1ow n 
---. 
Fig. 17. Valve constant for an orifice. 
The rate of flow through the orifice may be expressed by 
k: 
Cd AG (2g~H )2 i 
q = ----4 -~- = CAG (2g~H )~ D ~ o 
<1 - <o) ) 
J 
where C is defined as the flow coefficient. Valves of C are 
given in graphs. (Crane, 1965). 
Since 




Combining these equations and substituting into (27) yields 




We assume that a C coefficient is given. Per definition the 
v 
pressure drop for liquids with viscosity similar to water at 60°F is 
given by 
Q 2 ~p = ( ) _p__ c 62.4 
v 
with (~H) = 144~p 
0 p 
60 q 
and Q = 0.13368 
Q: rate of flow in gallons per minute 
p: weight of density (lb/ft2) 
~p: 
q: 
2 pressure drop (lb/ft ) 
3 rate of flow (ft /s) 
2 a P c2 (0.13368) 62.4 l§_g . v 
c 44 = ioj ___ (_3_2 .-2-) _1_4_4 _(_6_oq-)-:::-2-P __ _ 
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a c2 
-7 v c44 = 1.083 (10) ~
J 
(29) 
DJ: diameter of pipe J (ft) 
The expressions (28) and (29) relate c44 to known data coming 
from the system description. HYTRAN code has been modified (see 
Appendix C) and equation (29) has been incorporated to the program so 
that the input data, instead of being c44 are the directly available Cv 
valve constants. In the case of an orifice, the combination of (28) 
and (29) yields the C equivalent value corresponding to the orifice of v 
diameter D (ft) and coefficient C 
cv = 4297.35 cD2 
Determination of the Steady State Condition Parameters 
The input data for HYTRAN r.equire steady state velocity and 
pressure heads. At each junction the head and the fluid velocity have 
to be calculated by the classical fluid mechanics method (Bernouilli 
equation). 
Two kinds of head losses are considered: 
(a) Due to the friction on the wall of the pipe (for pipe). 
(b) Due to the junction (restrictions). 
Other minor losses are neglected. 
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Bernouilli Theorem 
The conservation of the total energy of the fluid can be 










The head loss ~H is due to friction. Darcy's formula gives 
an expression for the head drop in a pipe 
2 ~H = fLV 
D2g 
~H = fl 9
216 
D2g TI2D4 
0.02517 f~ q ~H = 
D 
2 
f: friction factor 
L: pipe length (ft) 
V: fluid velocity (ft/s) 
D: pipe diameter (ft) 
q: flow rate (ft3/s) 
Junctions between two pipes, such as a valve, an orifice, 
or a filter are considered separately. For valves and 
orifices, a constant c44 (see derivation of the valve 
constant c44 , Initial Hytran Modifications) is required and 
the head drop can be obtained. 




or (~H) 0 = 464875 T-
Cv 
where 11 0 11 refers to steady-state conditions 
11 J 11 refers to upstream pipe 
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Since these are the two head drops taken into account, with these 
two equations the head H in feet of fluid may be calculated at each 
junction knowing the liquid level in the tank (i.e., the static head) 
considered as a source. 
From one pipe to the next one in the piping system, going in the 
direction of the flow, all the losses are added together and subtracted 
from the static head of the tank (source). 
The resultant head at each junction corresponds to the variable 
"HT" of HYTRAN which is equa 1 to the e 1 evat ion of the considered 
junction augmented by the pressure head H. 
Hytran Sample Test Case 
A copy of a former HYTRAN version was provided with a samp 1 e 
problem solution in HYTRAN User's Manual. 
The flow in the considered system was initially at rest and at 
time t = 0 a valve was opened. A second valve was slowly opened at 
time t = 2.84 s and the transient · analysis was made for about 10 
seconds. 
The entire set of data was available from the output copy. 
However this original HYTRAN version has been modified in order 
to get a more versatile program. 
The present version differs from the previous one by the way the 
valve opening coefficient t is determined as a function of time. The 
former program calculated t(t) using the classical equations for the 
standard existing valves: ball valve, butterfly valve, globe and gate 
valve. The present program requires data points for any valve, giving 
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the opening coefficient t (calculated previously) as a function of 
time. For each valve 10 points are required corresponding to a valve 
of t (0 ~ t ~ 1) at 10 different times. The program then uses an 
interpolation subroutine to get the value fort after each timestep of 
the transient calculation. This version allows the user to take any 
kind of curve fort as a function of time and is not limited to the 
three standard valves. 
A mi nor change has a 1 so been made in the output statements, to 
get more flexible outprints (for example, one only at some given time, 
and not the whole set of outprints preceding that time). 
The first test case done with HYTRAN as an initial check was to 
model the sample test program and compare the results with the ones of 
the HYTRAN User's Manual. 
Applying the HYTRAN modifications (see Method of Characteristics) 
to the HYTRAN User's Manual sample problem, the data were changed as 
the following example shows: 
The NSINK valves which conform to the chart take the following 
values: 
NSINK = o,o,1,o,3,0,4,0,5,3,0,4,0,3,0,4,3,0,4,l,0,3,0,0,4,0,0,0, 
3,4, 
Since two valves only are opened, namely at junction 3 and 20, 
only two sets of 10 non-zero values are to be calculated for TIME and 
TAUV. 
T The variable TIME is calculated as TIME= TT + TC 
For junction 3 
20 
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TT = 0 
TT = 2.84 s 
TC = 1. 225 s 
TC = 5 .12 s 
Choosing 10 regularly spaced points on the graph (ball valve 
curve for junctions 3, 20) yields the following valves: 
NTAU = 2*0, 10, 16*0, 10, 
TIME= 20*0., 0., 0.1225, 0.245, 0.3675, 0.49, 0.6125, 0. 735, 
0.8575, 0.98, 1.225, 160*0., 2.84, 2.8912, 2.9424, 2.9936, 
3.0448, 3.096, 3.1472, 3.1984, 3.2496, 3.352, 
TAUV = 20*0., 0., 0.035, 0.105, 0.19, 0.285, 0.395, 0.515, 0.63, 
0. 76, 1., 160*0., 0., 0.035, 0.105, 0.19, 0.285, 0.395, 
0.515, 0.63, 0.76, 1. 
Since output sample prints were for T = 4.81, T = 6.81, T = 8.01 
and T = 8.68 s, the printer control variables are set equal to 
ITPRNT = 4810 will print, at T = 4.81 s since the timestep is 
DELT = 0.001 
TIME2 = 6.81 -+ T = 6.81 s 
ITPR2 = 6810 
TIME3 = 8.01 -+ T = 8.01 s 
ITPR3 = 8010 
TIME4 = 8.68 -+ T = 8.68 s 
ITPR4 = 8680 
NOTE 1: The sample data considered all the orifice -t curves as step 
functions (sudden opening, TC = 0.00001, which is less than 
one timestep DELT = 0.001, at a given time TT.) 
But since the fluid was at rest anyway, before the opening 
it could have been simulated by a simple orifice remaining 
open at all times. This has been done incidently in the 
test program leading to the same results as in the sample 
output. 
NOTE 2: The selected outprints compared to the sample output copies 
permit to conclude for a perfect agreement. (See Table 4.) 
HVTRAN. RPT;56 
•DIN 
NJCT .. 30 • 
NPIPE .. 29 • 
DELT .. 1 . OOOOOOOE-03, 
THAX 8 . 800000 










HYTRAN INPUT DATA 
HYTRAN SAMPLE PROBLEM 
2. 3, 2•2 • 
3, 2•2. 1. 2•2. 
1. 4•2, 1. 
NSORCE & 1. 29•0. 
NS INK 
- 2•0. 1. o. 3, o. 
o. 5. 3, o. 4, 
3, o. 4, 3, o. 
o. 
4, 
1. o. 3, 2•0, 4, 3.0. 3, 
4, 
NSTANK -= 30•0, 
HT c 2•21 . 90300 
11•9. 586000 
I 6+3. 196000 
C1P c 30•0. OOOOOOOE+OO, 
C2P -= 30•0. OOOOOOOE+OO, 
I 4•7.456000 
C3P 21.90300 • 29•0. 0000000E+oo, 
C4P -= 30+0 . OOOOOOOE•OO, 
VOLO -= 30•0. OOOOOOOE+OO, 
HO -= 30•0. OOOOOOOE+OO, 
QAMMA • 30•0.0000000E+OO, 
RPC c 30•0 . 0000000E+OO, 
RPO c 30•0. 0000000E+OO, 
VC -= 30•0. OOOOOOOE+OO, 
H2MIN = 30•0. OOOOOOOE+OO, 
VOHAX c 30•0. OOOOOOOE+OO, 
• 7•3. 196000 
D 0 . 8350000 I 2•0. 6650000 ' 3•0. 2710000 0. 5420000 
4•0. 2710000 0. 5100000 • 3•0. 4270000 • 3•0.2710000 
~·o . 6650000 I 2•0 . 4060000 I 2•0 . 4270000 I 3•0.4060000 
2•0. 4270000 I 11•0. 0000000E+OO. 
XL • 20.23600 5.326000 37. 27 600 , 2• 1. 066000 
3. 196000 7.456000 2. 131000 4.261000 1.066000 
7 . 456000 6 . 391000 I 2•2. 131000 I 2•3. 196000 7.456000 
3. 196000 5.326000 35. 14600 1.066000 5.326000 
2•3. 196000 14. 91100 6.391000 3. 196000 1. 066000 
2. 131000 , 11•0. 0000000E+OO, 
VO • 40•0. 0000000E+OO, 
A • 29+1065. 000 , 11•0.0000000E+OO, 
ALPHA c -90. 00000 , 4•0. OOOOOOOE+OO, 90. 00000 , 4•0. OOOOOOOE+OO, 
90. 00000 , 3•0. OOOOOOOE+OO, 90 . 00000 , 2+0. OOOOOOOE+OO, 90. 00000 
• 2•0. 0000000E+OO, 2•90. 00000 O. OCOOOOOE+OO, 90. 00000 
O. OOOOOOOE+OO, 90.00000 0 . 0000000E+OO, 2•90. 00000 
11•0. 0000000E+OO, 





































TABLE 4 (CONTINUED) 
HYTRAN. RPT;56 2-JUN-1983 12:37 Peg• 2 
20. 25. ~. 23, 24, o. 
26, 27, 28. 29. 2•0, 19, 




-1. 29•1, o. 5•-1. o. 4.-1, o. 
3•-1. o. 2.-1, o. 5*-1, o. 4•-1, 2•0. -1. 
o, 
-L 3•0. -1, 4•0, -1. 7•0, -1, 
69.0. 
C44 c 2•0.0000000E+OO, 269. 0000 O. OOOOOOOE+OO, 219.0000 
O. OOOOOOOE+OO, 231 . 0000 O.OOOOOOOE+OO, 1791.000 
O. OOOOOOOE+OO, 118. 4000 O. OOOOOOOE+OO, 348. 0000 
610. 0000 227. 0000 O. OOOOOOOE+OO, 239.0000 
1186. 000 
0 . 0000000E+OO, 
178.6000 
O. OOOOOOOE+OO, 941 . 0000 , 2•0. OOOOOOOE+OO, 124. 5000 
3•0. 0000000E+OO. 892 . 0000 124.5000 
ELEV 20. 23600 , S•O. OOOOOOOE+OO, 3. 190000 , 4•0. OOOOOOOE+OO, 
7 . 456000 , 3•0. OOOOOOOE+OO, 3 . 196000 
, 2• 0 . OOOOOOOE+OO, 1. 066000 , 2•6. 391000 
, 2•0.0000000E+OO, 3 . 196000 
9 . 586000 
O. OOOOOOOE+OO. 2•6. 391000 7.456000 9. 586000 
N • 19, 5, 
1. 7, 
2•3, 7. 3, 5, 33, 1. 
5, 2•3, 14. 6. 3, 1. 
2. 11•0, 
F c 3•8. 0000004E-03, 3•8. 9999996£-03, 8 . 0000004E-03, 4•8. 9999996E-03, 
4 • 8 . 0000004E-03, 3•8. 9999996E-03, 11•8. 0000004E-03, 11•0. 0000000E+OO, 
NTAU 11: 2•0, 10, 16• 0, 10, 10•0, 
TIME • 21•0. OOOOOOOE+OO, 0 . 1225000 0.2450000 0.3675000 
0 . 4900000 0 . 6125000 0. 7350000 0.8575000 0.9800000 
1. 225000 , 160• 0 . 0000000E+OO, 2 . 840000 2 . 891200 
2 . 942400 2 . 993600 3 . 044800 3.096000 3. 147200 
3. 198400 3 . 249600 3 . 352000 , 100•0. 0000000E+OO, 
TAUV c 21•0 . 0000000E+OO, 3. SOOOOOOE-02, 0. 1050000 0 . 1900000 
0 . 2850000 0 . 3950000 0. 5150000 0.6300000 0.7600000 
1. 000000 , 161•0. 0000000E+OO, 3. SOOOOOOE-02, 0 . 1050000 
0 . 1900000 0 . 2850000 I 0 . 3950000 0.5150000 0.6300000 























0 . 00000£+00 
YFLOIN,FT••3/S 
O.OOOOOE+OO 
OUTPUT PARAMETERS--LPRT,ITPRNT,LPLT, ITPLT,LTAPE, ITTPE ,TIHE2, ITPR2.TIME3,ITPR3 



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































ADDITIONAL HYTRAN MODIFICATIONS 
Four major changes were made to HYTRAN in order to simplify input 
data and allow the code to handle a larger variety of cases. 
1. Instead of calculating by hand the c44 variables, a new 
section has been added so that the input variables are the C 
v 
valve constants. 
2. The surge tank section has been substituted by three new 
devices (including a surge tank) adapted from Wylie and 
Streeter (1978). This has been done since problems with 
input data came up in the initial version (RPC defined in 
HYTRAN User's Manual has different units than in the program 
itself). 
3. The subroutine PHASE was rewritten in order to model a flow 
with cavities at specific locations. 
4. The subroutine OUTPUT has been changed namely in the presen-
tation and content of the outprint. 
Valve Constants 
In Appendix B a relationship between c44 and C has been derived. ' · v 
It 
is used in subroutine INIT to initialize the c44 variables with the 
77 
following additional conditions. When a valve is located inside the 
line it has to be connected to two pipes only (up and downstream of the 
va 1 ve) and the cha racteri st i cs of the two pipes must be the same 
(inside diameter and sonic velocity in the pipes). Control tests have 
been inserted to stop the execution of the program, after having 
printed that the data at the specific valve were bad, in the case when 
one of the above requirements were not fulfilled. 




DON = D(J) 
AON = A(J) 
PRINT 
"SOLUTION TERMINATED 
DUE TO BAD DATA 
AT VALVE" 
Fig .. 19... Flowchart for Cv modification 
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Additional Boundary Conditions 
Surge Tank 
The surge tank is considered as an accumulation with inertia and 
dissipation. When the length of the pipe rises in zero, the surge tank 
reduces to an air chamber existing directly in the junction. 
HYDRAULIC---~­
-









r - AREA A12 1' 
I I 
PIPE J > 'H I l p I 




I I I I/// I I I I 1111 i I 11 
Fig. 20. Schematic representation of a surge tank 
including characteristic elements 
Hp - HST = ell + c22 Op 
in which 
2Xu 






Qp and Q are the fl ow rates of fluid entering the 
surge tank at time t + ~t and t respectively. 
In the accumulator the gas follows the reversible polytropic 
relation: 
in which H8 is the barometric pressure head 
V is the gas volume 
r is the polytropic exponent 
(33) 
Since the device is located at the junction of two pipes J and 
J+l, the velocities of the fluid in the last section of pipe J and the 
first section of pipe J+l satisfy following equations: 
VP J NN = C3,J - c2 J Hp 
' ' ' 
VP J 1 1 = cl J 1 + c2 J+l HP 
' + , ' + ' 
Defining A1 and A2 as 
1T 2 
Al = 4 DJ 
1T 2 
A2 = 4 DJ+l 






Substituting (34) and (35) into (36) yields 
Op = - o1 Hp + B1 
in which 
and 
Bl= Al, e3,J - A2 el,J+l 
01 = A1 e2,J + A2 c2,J+1 
Substituting (37) into (30) yields 
Hp - HST = ell + e22 (-Ol Hp + Bl) 
or 
in which E1 = e22 o1 
E2 = - e11 - e22 B1 
B1 _ Op Hp = 0 which with (38) yields 1 




H = ( l + 1) (B1 - Op) + E2 (39) ST o1 
Substituting (39) into (33) yields an implicit relation in Op 
E 0 r 
(( 51+ 1) (Bl - Op ) + E2 + Ha - Z) (V - ( p ; 0) at) = co (40) 
Is is solved (Newton's method) as follows: 
El + 1 Op + 0 r 
Fi= ( Dl ) (Bl - Op) + E2 + Ha- Z) (V - ( 2 )at) - co = 0 
A correction to an estimated value of Op is obtained noticing 
82 
or 
l f1t co El + 1 Op 0 l ( D ) (V - ( 2+ ) f1t) 
1 2 (V - Op + Q)f1t) 
2 
f1Q is added to the original value of Op and a new iteration is 
carried out with the new Op· 
After a given number of iterations, Op tends to a limit which is 
the actual value satisfying (40) and Hp, Vp J NN and Vp J+l 1 are 
' ' , , 
calculated. 
A conditional test gives E1 and E2 the value 0 if XLI = 0 (pipe 
riser length equal to 0). In that case the surge tank reduces to a 
simple air chamber located directly at the junction. 
Another test checks the gas volume and keeps it between two 
extreme values VOLMIN and VOLMAX. 
Lumped .Inertia 
When short pipelines may be considered to be inelastic and to 
contain an incompressible fluid, the liquid mass is considered as a 
solid with inertia. 
Equation (30) becomes HP,J,NN - HP,J+l,l = c11 + c22 Op (41) 












Fig. 21. Schematic representation of a lumped inertia. 
Combining (42) with (34) and (35) yields 
Qp 
C3,J - Al 
H =---P,J,NN c2 J , 
Qp 
H = A2 - cl,J+l 




Substituting (43) and (44) back into (41) and solving for Qp yields 
c c 
- ell 
_l_d + l 2J+l 
c2 J c2~J+1 (45) = 2 1 1 
Al C2 J + A c2,J+1 + c22 
' 
2 
0 n c e Q p i s de t e rm i n e d , V p , J , N N , V p , J + 1 , 1 , Hp , J , N N , and Hp , J + 1 , 1 
are immediately calculated using (42), (43), and (44). 
Lumped Capacitance 
When elastic effects are much more important than inertial 
effects, th: behavior of a small volume can be lumped. 
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l_~ 
K - AV/V K
1: bulk modulus of elasticity of the container 
and the fluid 
V: container volume 
Op + Q 




I Q - 111----L i quid vo 1 ume V 
____ ___,: _ --f -_ :_____ _ 
Pipe J Pipe J+l 
Fig. 22. Schematic representation of a lumped capacitance. 




( H + KA Q) ( -0 l ) + Bl 
p 1 + KA o1 
in which K 1~t KA = 2Vp 
Again Vp J NN' VP J+l 1 , and Hp are then directly calculated. , , , ' 
New Variables 
The variables VOLO, HO, RPC, RPO, VC, H2MIN, and VOMAX have been 
replaced by following one-dimensional arrays: 
• If NSTANK = 1 (surge tank or air chamber) 
VOL: initial volume of gas in cubic feet of the air 
chamber in the system in ascending numerical order by 
junction number 
VOLMIN: minimum volume of gas in cubic feet of the gas 
accumulator 
VOLMAX: maximum volume of gas in cubic feet of the gas 
accumulator 
CO: defined by equation (33) using initial static volume 
and pressure head 
XU: length of the surge tank pipe riser 
DU: inside diameter of the surge tank pipe riser 
FU: Friction coefficient in the surge tank pipe riser 
•• If NSTANK= 2 (lumped inertia) 
XU: length of the lumped inertia element 
DU: inside diameter of the element 
FU: friction coefficient in the element 
• • • I f NS TANK = 3 ( 1 umped cap a c i tan c e) 
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VOL: in·itial volume of liquid in cubic feet of the con-
tainers in the system in ascending numerical order by 
junction number 
KK: effective bulk modulus of elasticity of the fluid and 
container ( 1 b/ft2) in ascending numeri ca 1 order by 
junction number 
KIT = 10 
J = JJ(L,l) 
Jl = JJ(L,2) 
Al = (PI/4)*D(J)**2 
A2 = (PI/4)*D(J)**2 
Al2 = (PI/4)*DLI(L)**2 
Bl = Al *C3 ( J )-A2*Cl ( Jl) 
01 = Al~C2(J) + A2*C2(Jl) 
El = 0 
E2 = 0 
Fl 
DFDQ 











VP(J,NN) = QP{L)/Al 
VP(Jl,l) = QP(L)/A2 
HP(J,NN) 
HP(Jl,l) 
L = QP(L) 




VOL(L) = VOLMIN(L) 
VOL(L) = VOLMIN(L) 
Q(L) = QP(L) 
VP(J,NN) = C3(J) - C2(J)*HT(L) 
VP(Jl,l) = Cl(Jl) + C2(Jl)*HT(L) 
HP(J, NN) = HT(L) 
HP(Jl,l) = HT(L) 
Fig. 23. (Continued) 
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Liquid Flow with Gas Bubbles 
The subroutine PHASE in order to model a flow with the possi-
bility of cavity formation at each reach has been modified. 
Cavity formation 
When the vapor pressure at any section I becomes lower than vapor 
pressure, this reach is considered as a boundary where the pressure 
head is held at vapor pressure. Mathematically the equations are 
identical to those with a reservoir at the junction with fixed pressure 
head. Once the pressure has been defined, two different velocities 
need to be calculated: the upstream velocity VP using the additional 
C+ characteristic equation and the downstream velocity v0p using the C 
characteristic equation (see Appendix A). 
The cavity length XCAV,I at section I is set equal to 
1 XCAV(I) = 2 (VOP + Vo - Vp - V) ~t 
where v0p and Vp are the down and upstream velocities at time 
t + ~t, v0 and V are the down and upstream velocities at time t. 
Presence of a Cavity 
When at time t a cavity already exists at reach I, the pressure 
is maintained at vapor pressure, Vp and v0p are calculated as above and 
the new cavity length XCAV(I) is determined. 
Cavity Collapse 
When the new cavity 1 ength at reach I is found to be negative, 
the two liquid columns up and downstream of the reach have met, the 
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cavity length is set equal to 0 and the pressure increase is equal to 
a (Vp + V - VDP - VD) 4g· 
Special care has to be taken in writing the C+ and C character-
istic equations. If there is a cavity at section I-1 (or I+l) at 
time t, VD (I-1) (or V (I+l) has to be used instead of VR (I-1) (or VS 
(I+l) in C+ (or C-) equation. This also holds for the determination of 
C3(J) and Cl(J) (corresponding to VCP and VCM) in subroutine STATE 
where a conditional test has been introduced to select the adequate 





I-1 I I+l 
Fig. 24. Creation of a vapor cavity at section I. Upstream 
(section I-1) the presence of a vapor cavity requires the use of 
VD (I-I) in the C+ characteristic equation. At the downstream section 
(I+l), since no cavity exists, the extrapolated fluid velocity Vs (I+l) 
is chosen for the C characteristic equation. The pressure at 
section I at time t+/:it is fixed at vapor pressure and two velocities 
are calculated (Vp (I) and VDP (I)). 
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At the junctions of two pipes no cavity formation is allowed to 
form. However when the pressure turns out to be less than vapor 
pressure, it is set equal to vapor pressure and the velocities calcu-
lated in subroutine BOUDRY (for boundary conditions) are conserved. 
This limitation would have been avoided in the case of an ordinary 
junction between two pipes, but not in the general case of any junction 
(union of more than two pipes for example). 
For pipe J two output parameters are calculated: 
1. the total number of cavities NCAV(J) 
2. the summation of all the cavities CAVL(J) = ~ XCAV,I 
(total cavity length in pipe J) 
NOTE: Since the actual friction losses in pipe J occur only where 
liquid is present, the friction factor is set 
FF(J) = F(J) * (XL(J) - LCAV(J))/XL(J) 
in which F(J) is the friction factor in pipe J XL(J) is the 
1 ength of pipe J 
If LCAV(J) > XL(J) FF(J) is set equal to 0. 
NCAV(J) = 0 
CAVL(J) = 0 
VAPHJI 
VCP, VCM 
as functions of 





HP (I ) = VAPHJ I 
VCP, VCM 
as functions of 
VR(I-1) and VS(I+l) 
Fig. 25. Flowchart for subroutine PHASE 
(flow with vapor cavities) 
G 
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HP(I) = VAPHJI 
VP(I) = VCP-C2(J)*H~(~) 
VDP(I) = VCM + C2(J)*HP(I) 
NCAV(J) = NCAV(J) + 1 
XCAV (I) 
XCAV(I) = 0 
NCAV(J) = NCAV(J) - 1 
HP(I) 
VP(I) = VCP - C2(J)*HP(I) 
VDP(I) = VP(I) 
V(I) = VP(I) 
VD{I) = VDP( I) 
H( I) = HP(I) 
CAVL(J) = CAVL(J) + XCAV(I) 
HP(I) = HP(I) - ELJI 
Fig. 25. (Continued) 
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Output 
Due to the changes made to HYTRAN, new variables earned special 
interest and needed to be outpri nted. A new co 1 umn corresponding to 
the total cavity length CAVL(J) has been added to the existing pressure 
head and velocity columns. However since the pressure head in feet of 
fluid and PSI are always proportional, only the columns giving the 
pressure in PSI have been kept to earn additional space for the cavity 
1 ength co 1 umn. 
In case of vapor cavities the variable NCAV(J) has been printed 
to indicate the number of reaches where a cavity has been permitted to 
form. This variable is printed right below the line corresponding to 
the pipe where cavities are present, leaving the line mainly in blank 
so that the pipes with cavities are easily detectable. 
Another useful modification has been the determination of the 
maximum pressure at any junction occurring between two subsequent 
outpri nts. Si nee three points were of interest (SKID INLET, SKID 
OUTLET, ORBITER INLET), the program was specialized to print out the 
maximum values at these three points and the time of occurrence. This 
addition prevented any missing of a press~re spike occurring at a time 
when no outprint of the results had been commanded. 
Finally in subroutine TMSTEP (routine to check timestep for 
stability) additional information has been supplemented when the 
timestep is halved. When the timestep is divided by two, the computer 
time is doubled and the method of characteristics loses most of its 
accuracy because of the large interpolation errors. The adequate 
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reduction of the timestep satisfying the condition of stability is 
preferable to the drastic timestep halving. Therefore the pipe number 
where the stability criterium is not fulfilled is indicated to avoid an 
unnecessary search among all the pipes. 
APPENDIX D 
SPACE SHUTTLE LIQUID OXYGEN SERVICING SYSTEM 
Data were provided by the line data for the LOX servicing system 
Addendum to the "Selected, thermodynamic and fluid flow data from the 
Space Shuttle Liquid Oxygen servicing system, 11 by F. N. Lin, W. 
I. Moore, and S. W. Walker. 
Little differences could be noticed between several data sources, 
namely in the elevation of the main and replenish valves (4 feet 
difference). 
Figure 1 gives a schematic representation of the LOX piping 
system including the most important points which location and elevation 
are found in Table 5 and Table 6. 
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TABLE 5 
ELEVATION (IN FEET) OF THE REMARKABLE POINTS FROM FIGURE 1 
LOCATION ELEVATION (feet~ 
SEA LEVEL 0 
E . T . 10 0% FULL 265.2 II 
E . T . 0% FULL 11 222.4 Ii II 
E.T./ORB 129.6 
M GSE/ORB 119.6 
1 95.7 
2 94.7 
3 88.0 11 
4 88.0 I I 
5 88.0 
6 85.0 
J and 7 85.0 
A86461 85.0 
G 85.0 
F and 8 85.0 
9 79.0 
10 43.5 
11 41. 7 11 
12 13.0 






17 14.0 11 
p 14.0 11 
18 14.0 11 
A196 14.0 II 
19 14.0 
A134 14.0 






S. T. 100% LEVEL 65.0 
11 S.T. 73% LEVEL 53.2 
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TABLE 6 
PIPE LENGTH AND INSIDE DIAMETER OF PIPING SECTIONS SHOWN IN FIGURE 1 
LOCATION POINTS DISTANCE (feet) INSIDE DIAMETER (feet) 
E.T. - E.T. /ORB 92.5 1.416 
E. T ./ORB - PVlO 12.0 1. 416 
PVlO - ORIFICE 15.0 0.667 
ORIFICE - M 1. 5 0.667 
M - 1 40.8 0.667 
1 - 2 28.6 0.667 
2 - 3 5.0 0.667 
3 - L 41. 0 0.667 
L - A86465 3.7 0.667 
A86465 - 4 4.5 0.667 
4 - 5 3.7 0.5 
5 - K 0.7 0.5 
K - 6 0.7 0.5 
6 - J 18.4 0.5 
J - A86461 3.1 0.5 
A86461 - G 11. 3 0.5 
J - A86460 10.3 0.166 
A86460 - G 11. 0 0.166 
G - F 2.3 0.5 
F - 7 11. 5 0.5 
7 - 8 161. 2 0.5 
8 - 9 12.3 0.5 
9 - 10 36.3 0.5 
10 - 11 193.0 0.5 
11 - 12 166.0 0.5 
12 - 13 1006.0 0.5 
13 - A28750 21. 6 0.5 
A28750 - E 14.7 0.5 
E - 14 2.2 0.5 
14 - 15 14.4 0.5 
15 - 16 3.7 0.5 
16 - 17 3.7 0.5 
17 - p 3.3 0.5 
P - 0.43 11 ORIFICE - 7.0 0.25 
P - 1.35 11 ORIFICE - 20.4 0.25 
P - A134 - 3.0 0.5 
- 20 3.4 0.5 
20 - A57 2.3 0.5 
A57 - 21 18.8 0.5 
21 - A105 1. 0 1. 0 
I A105 - A69 3.2 1. 0 
I 
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TABLE 6 (Continued) 
LOCATION POINTS DISTANCE (feet) INSIDE DIAMETER (feet) 
A 69 - A102 0.5 1.0 
A102 - T 5.5 1.0 
T - A3 5.4 1.0 
A3 - W 21. 5 1.0 
APPENDIX E 
SAMPLE HYTRAN INPUT DATA CALCULATION 
In order to apply HYTRAN to the liquid oxygen (LOX) piping system 
for the case of single phase (liquid) only, a model of the LOX piping 
system has been made. It derives from the LOX piping system described 
in Appendix D. 
The following simplifications of the LOX piping system were made: 
1. Any pipe between two junctions is assumed linear (although the 
real system may contain bendings). 
2. Bendings have been replaced by an equivalent pipe length equal 
to approximately twice the pipe radius. 
3. When two (or more) junctions are close together, they are 
reduced to one single junction with equivalent properties (CV 
value). 
4. The pressure gage in the E.T. has been simulated by an extra 
liquid column height (~orresponding to the pressure gage) 
above the actual liquid level. 
5. The storage tank has been simulated by a wide cylinder (since 
the level remains nearly the same during the analysis time). 
The data were obtained on January 24, 1981, when a drain flow was 
stopped. The drain sequences and data were as follows: 
1. After a one-hour stable drain flow the E.T. was at 22% level. 
2. The drain rate was 0.103 m3/sec, the fluid temperature in a 
range of -181°C to -180.6°C. 
3. A stop drain was initiated by simultaneously commanding the 
drain valve (Al34), the main fill valve (A86461), and the 
bypass shutoff va 1 ve (Al96) to c 1 ose. The c 1 os i ng ti me was 
respectively 3.8, 11, and 3.8 seconds. 
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4. The replenish valve is maintained closed throughout the drain 
process. 
5. The storage tank was vented to the ambient. 
6. The E.T. was maintained at a pressure between 36. 6 and 50. 3 
kPa gage. 
7. The E.T. has a volume of 543m3 or 19176 ft3. 
8. The liquid level in the storage tank is assumed at 73% FULL 
(EL. 53.2 ft.). 
In order to reduce a maximum the computer time, further simpli-
fications have been made. 
1. The replenish valve loop has been neglected (since this valve 
remains closed during the analysis time). 
2. The orifice (0.430 11 ) in the bypass loop has also been 
neglected. 
3. Some real pipe dimensions have been slightly changed in order 
to match the requirements of a 6 ft. 1 ong reach ( sma 11 est 
length unit). 
4. Up to four devices have been combined in one junction (namely 
the main line drain valve (A102), the flow meter (A69), the 
drain filter (A105) and the gate valve (A3)). 
With these assumptions, the LOX PIPING SYSTEM reduces to the 
following model containing 22 pipes and 22 junctions (see Figure 3). 
Sample Input Data Calculation 
From this model several parameters can be obtained directly by 
only considering Figure 1 (geometry factors): 
• NJCT = 22, 
• NPIPE = 22, 
• NP = l,2,2,2,2,2,2,2,2,2,2,2,3,2,2,2,3,2,2,2,2,l, 
• NSORCE = 1, 
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• NSINK = 0,0,3,3,0,3,0,l,0,0,0,3,0,1,l,3,0,5,0,3,0,4, 
• D = 1.416, 0.667, 0.667, 0.667, 0.667, 0.667, 0.5, 0.5, 0.5, 
0. 5, 0. 5, 0. 5, 0. 5, 0. 5, 0. 25, 0. 25' 0. 25' 0. 5, 0. 5, 1. 0, 1. 0, 
30.0, 
• XL= 104.5, 6.0, 12.0, 24.9, 91.5, 6.0, 27.0, 186.0, 41.5, 
366.0, 1062.5, 7.0, 6.0, 6.0, 6.0, 6.0, 6.0, 6.0, 18.8, 9.7, 
27.0, 37.0, 






Fig. 26. Determination of the variable ALPHA (a). 
-1 ZL + 1 - ZL 






ALPHA= -68.31, -18.46, -18.46, -90.0, -4.2, 0.0, -6.38, 0.0, 
-90.0, -4.78, -0.124, 28.13, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 
-30. 0, 0. 0, 0. 0' 11. 1, 90. 0' 
JJ = 1, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 
14, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 
8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 15, 16, 
8*0 
' 0, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 16, 17, 
18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 0, 
8*0 , 
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 15, 0, 0, 0, 17, 






-1, -1 , -1 
' 











-1 , -1, -1 
' 
-1 , 0, 8*0 
' 
0, 
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, -1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 
• ELEV= 222.4, 125.3, 123.4, 119.6, 94.7, 88.0, 88.0, 85.0, 
85.0, 43.5, 13.0, 10.7, 14.0, 14.0, 14.0, 14.0, 14.0, 
11.0, 11.0, 11.0, 16.2, 53.2, 
N is defined once the length of the reaches is fixed. Choosing 
the basic reach length as 6 ft. H is then the pipe length divided by 
the reach length. 
• N = 17, 1, 2, 4, 15, 1, 4, 31, 7, 61, 177, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 
3, 1, 4, 6, 
The other parameters are dependent on the liquid properties, and 
the drain conditions. 
The liquid oxygen density at the given temperature range is 
assumed to be 
• RHO= 71.3 lb/ft3 
The sonic velocity can be assumed 2900 ft/sec in the cross-
country line, 2000 ft/sec in the flex hose section and 2600 ft/sec 
anywhere else in the system (due to presence of bends) 
• A = 3 * 2600. , 2000. , 5 * 2600. , 2 * 2900. , 11 * 2600. , 
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Assuming that the E.T. is a vertical cylinder of height equal to 
Z(100%) - Z(l) = 42.8 ft. yields 
• 
XHIGH2 = 42.8 ft. 
Knowing the total volume of the E.T. (19176 ft3) yields its 
radius 
• RADTK1 = 11.95 ft. 
Since the pressure gage in the E.T. is maintained in the range of 
36.6 to 50.3 k Pa gage, the assumption of 50 k Pa gage yields a column 
height of 14.7 ft. (liquid oxygen). 
When E . T . i s 2 2% f u 11 , the 1 i q u i d 1 eve 1 i s a pp r ox i mate 1 y at 
elevation 232 ft. 
Finally adding the pressure gage to this level yields an equiva-
lent liquid level elevation of 246.7 ft. so 
• XHIGHl = 18.5 ft. 
• ITANKl =2 (vertical cylindrical tank) 
The initial drain conditions are obtained from the flow rate 
(0.103 m3/sec) or 3.637 ft3/sec 
This datum yields directly the initial velocities in the pipes 
with the knowledge of their respective diameters (except in the bypass 
loop, where supplementary calculations are necessary as detailed in the 
Addendum at the end of this Appendix. 
• VO = 2.307, 10.42, 10.42, 10.42, 10.42, 10.42, 18.52, 18.52, 
18.52, 18.52, 18.52, 18.52, 17.90, 17.90, 17.90, 2.47, 
2.47, 18.52, 18.52, 4.63, 4.63, 0.005, 
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In the Addendum to the "Selected thermodynamic and fluid flow 
data from Space Shuttle Liquid Oxygen servicing system" the Cv values 
are given for the valves, filters, flow meters... Using the relation-
ship between c44 and Cv derived in Appendix B, the parameter c44 can be 
calculated (sonic velocity and pipe diameter are known at each 
junction). 
NOTE: The equivalent value of c44 corresponding to several devices put 
in series at one junction having each a Cv value is obtained 
noticing that the head loss across one device is 
~H - a 
- C44 
2 
where a= 0.0503 g4a is a constant (see Appendix B). DJ 
For N devices (~H) tot = I 
i=l 
a -
-- - a 
C44 i 
( 1 + 
C44 1 
the equivalent (C44)eq. is then (AH) tot= c:4 eq. 
Equating both right-hand sides of the equations yields 
__ l __ = _l_ + 1 












CV = 3500 
(Cv)l = 3500 
(PV 10) c44 = 17463 












(C) 2 = 1.03 (ORIFICE: 4.75 11 ) (c44 )2 = 686 c44 = 660 
D (See: CRANE, (1965) 0 0 = o.60) 1 
c 
v 
= 1800 (A86465) c44 = 4620 
c v = 2000 {A86461) c44 = 18020 
c = 2700 (A28750) c44 = 32843 v 
c v = 2000 (A134) c44 = 18020 
CV = 500 (A196) c44 = 18020 
c = 1. 00 (ORIFICE 1.35 11 ) c44 = 213 
D 
(See: CRANE, (1965) 0 0 = 0.45) 1 
c = 850 (A57) c44 = 3255 v 
(Cv)l = 3000 (AlOS) (C44 )1 = 2534 
(Cv) 2 = 6400 (A69) (C44 )2 = 11533 
(Cv) 3 = 9000 (A102) (C ) = 22808 C44 = 
1804 
44 3 
(Cv) 4 = 11000 (A3) (C44 )4 = 34071 
C44 = 7172 
c 44 = 0. ' 0. ' 17 463. ' 660. ' 0. ' 4620. ' 0. ' 18020. ' 0. ' 0. ' 
0.' 32843.' 0.' 18020.' 18020.' 213.' 0.' 3255.' 0.' 1804.' 
0., 7172., 
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• HT is the initial head at each junction (in feet). The 
values at junction 1 and 22 are respectively 
HT (1) =ELEV (1) + (XHIGH2 - XHIGHl) = 246.7 ft. 
HT (22) = ELEV (22) = 53.2 ft. 
The total piping system head loss (HT(l) - HT(22)) = 193.5 ft., 
the knowledge of the flow rate 11 q11 and the head losses at each junc-
tion, leads to the determination of the friction factor 11 f. 11 Once 11 f 11 
has been determined HT can be 
junction. 
The friction losses in the pipes are 
(where f is still an unknown parameter) 
- The losses at the junctions 
(which are known values). 
evaluated at 
fl 2 
AH = 0.02517 -+ 
D 




INITIAL PRESSURE HEADS AT THE JUNCTIONS 
No. of pipe pipe ' ~H/f junc- No. o· length diameter ~H (ft) (ft) HT 
ti on pipe L D C44 junction pipe (ft) 
1 246.7 
1 104.5 1.416 6.08 
2 246.7 
2 6.0 0.667 15.17 
3 17463 0.50 246.2 
3 12.0 0.667 37.83 
4 660 13.27 232.6 
4 24.9 0.667 62.80 
5 232.0 
5 91. 5 0.667 230.76 
6 4620 1.89 228.l 
6 6.0 0.667 15.13 
7 228.0 
7 27.0 0.5 287.66 
8 18020 1. 54 223.9 
8 186.0 0.5 1981. 67 
9 206.5 
9 41. 5 0.5 442 .15 
10 202.6 
10 366.0 0.5 3899.43 
11 168.4 
11 1062.5 0.5 11320. 06 
12 32843 0.84 68.0 
12 7.0 0.5 74.58 
13 67.4 
13 6.0 0.5 
14 18020 1. 47 66.9 
14 6.0 0.5 
15 6.0 0.25 2.39 
15 18020 0.01 67.3 
16 6.0 0.25 
16 213 2.39 65.0 
17 6.0 0.25 
17 65.0 
18 6.0 0.5 63.92 
18 3255 8.50 55.9 
19 18.8 0.5 200.30 
19 54.1 
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TABLE 7 (Continued) 
No. of pipe pipe AH/f 
junc- No. of length diameter AH (ft) (ft) HT 
ti on pipe L D C44 junction pipe (ft) 
20 9.7 1.0 3.23 
20 1804 0.96 53.2 
21 27.0 1.0 9.00 
21 53.2 
37.0 30.0 0 
22 7172 0.00 53.2 
29.83 18649.77 
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The above table gathers the losses of both kinds in the whole 
piping system: 
Summing up all the losses yields 
193.5 = 29.89 + 18649.77 f. 
or f = 0.0088 
• F = 0. 0088 
NOTE: This value is rather small, corresponding to a smooth pipe. 
HT at junction L+l is found by subtracting the losses occurring 
between junctions L and L+l to the valve of HT at junction L (see 
Table 7). 
• HT = 246. 7, 246. 7, 246. 2, 232. 6, 232. 0, 228. 1, 228. 0, 223. 9, 
206.5, 202.6, 168.4, 68.0, 67.4, 66.9, 67.3, 65.0, 65.0, 
55.9, 54.1, 53.2, 53.2, 53.2, 
• C3P = 246.7, which is equal to the valve of HT at junction 1. 
The valves closing parameters NTAU, TIME, and TAUV are non-zero 
values only for junctions 8 , 14 , and 15 . Ten points are chosen 
for each valve (values of TAUV are taken from Appendix B, Fig. 16. 
Butterfly curve). 
• NT AU = 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 10 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 10 , 10 , 
• TIME= 70*0., 0., 2.2, 3.3, 4.4, 5.5, 6.6, 7.7, 8.8, 9.9, 11.0, 
50*0. ' 0. ' 0. 76, 1.14' 1. 52' 1. 9' 2. 28' 2. 66, 3. 04' 
3. 42' 3. 8' 0. ' 0. 76, 1.14' 1. 52, 1. 9' 2. 28' 2. 66' 3. 04' 
3. 42' 3. 8, 
• TAUV = 70*0., 1.0, 0.69, 0.53, 0.42, 0.29, 0.19, 0.12, 0.05, 
0.01, 0.0, 
50*0., 1.0, 0.69, 0.53, 0.42, 0.29, 0.19, 0.12, 0.05, 
0.01, 0.0, 1.0, 0.69, 0.53, 0.42, 0.29, 0.19, 
0.12, 0.05, 0.01, 0.0, 
DELT has to be less than the reach length divided by (sonic 
speed + initial fluid velocity). 
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• 
6 DELT s 2900 + 18 _5 sec . 
• 
• 
DELT = 0.002 sec . 
TMAX = 4.5 sec. since t he pressure spikes occur at 3.8-4.5 sec . 
The output parameters are chosen as follows: 
From time t = 0 sec to t = 2.5 sec print each 0.5 sec 
t = 2.5 sec to t = 3.6 sec 0.2 sec 
t = 3.6 sec to t = 4.5 sec 0.05 sec 
• LPRT = 1 
• ITPRNT = 250 
• TIME2 = 2.5 
• ITPR2 = 100 
• TIME3 = 3.6 
• ITPR3 = 25 
COMMENT 1 
Since the number of reaches in some pipes exceeded 40, the array 
dimension of several variables had to be changed in HYTRAN, 
namely, V, H> VS, HS, VR, HR, VP, HP, VPP, XCAV. In these 
two-dimensional variables, only the second array (column 
corresponding to the dummy variable I) had to be modified to 
200 (maximum number of reaches). 
COMMENT 2 
This model requires a computer time less than 15 minutes. As 
indicated before, several devices have been combined at some 
junctions, but the genera 1 piping system shape has been 
respected (orientation and distribution of the pipes in a 
vertical plane). 
Another model had previously been made. That first model was a 
detailed version of the piping system (devices kept separate at 
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their actual location). This constraint required a smaller reach 
length (3 ft. instead of 6 ft. in the second model) and yielded a 
larger number of pipes than for the second model exposed before. 
However the real orientation of the pipes in a vertical plane has 
not been respected. 
As an example, the four pipes numbered 8, 3, 10, and 11 from the 
second model had been approximated by a single pipe of length 
equa 1 to the sum of the four pipe 1 engths, both end e 1 evat ions 
coinciding however with the actual junction (valves) elevation. 













st nd d 1 Fig. 27. Difference in pipe orientation between 1 and 2 mo e . 
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The first model consisted of 27 pipes and 25 junctions. 
The CPU time was about 3 hours 30 minutes. This large computer 
time led to the second model exposed above, with a computer time 
of less than 5 minutes. The results (pressure and velocity at 
the junctions) are similar, (see Figures) indicating that the 
approximations made in the second model were justified. An even 
simpler model could have been considered, in which pipes 8, 9, 
10, and 11 would have been replaced by a single pipe as in the 
first mode 1 . 
COMMENT 3 
In this sample calculation c44 constants have been calculated by 
hand. A lately HYTRAN code modification (see Appendix C) avoids 
this tedious calculation and CV constants can readily be used as 
input data. 
ADDENDUM 
Initial Velocities in the Bypass Loop. 
This part of the piping system consists of two parallel 
branches. The total head losses across each branch have to be 
equal. Two kinds of losses are considered (for derivation, see 
Appendix 8). 
friction losses in the pipes 
- head losses at the junctions (valves, orifice) 
First branch 
Second branch 
2 ~ ~H : 0.02517 f~q 
D 
2 
~ ~H = 0.0503 
Equating the right-hand side of both equations yields a relation-
ship between q1 and q2. 
Assuming f to be equal to 0.008 yields: 
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2 
(0.02517 (0.008) (12) + 0.0503 (2600)) ql = (0.02517 (0.008) (18) + 
(0.5) 5 18020 (0.5)4 (0.25) 5 
2 2 
0.193 ql = 162.477 q2 
or 
0.44 ql = 12.75 q2 
Another relationship between q1 and q2 is 
3 
q1 + q2 = q = 3.637 ft /sec. 
Solving for q1 and q2 yields 
3 q1 = 3.516 ft /sec. 
3 q2 = 0.127 ft /sec. 
Thus the initial velocities are found to be: 
First branch: VO= 17.90 ft/s. 
Second branch: VO = 2.47 ft/s. 
And the total head loss between junctions 12 and 17 is: 
~Htot = 2.39 ft. 
APPENDIX F 
ONE-PHASE FLOW PARAMETRIC STUDY 
For the case of the one-phase flow a parametric study was con-
ducted in order to get a better insight in the fluid pressure behavior 
and to identify the most influent parameters. Basically all the 
cha racteri st i cs of the system and properties of the fluid have been 
treated as variables, changing one parameter at the time and leaving 
all others constant. The results are visually presented in Figures 28 
to 44 at the end of this Appendix. 
The following comments may be made: 
1. The measured skid inlet pressure was higher than all theo-
retical predictions. 
2. The timing was in good agreement with the experiment. 
3. Only the introduction of some elastic section (lumped 
capacitance (Figures 40 and 41) air chamber (Figure 28) or 
very low sonic velocity (Figure 31)) between the skid inlet 
and the E.T. yield a wide single pressure peak instead of 
two narrow ones. This is actually justified by the presence 
of the TMS vent line which contains vapor and the 
20-foot-long flexhose located between skid outlet and 
orbiter in 1 et. 
4. The second pressure spike is due to the reflection at the 
E.T. and is highly dependent on the distance between the 
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measurement point to E.T. This is shown in Figures 34, 35, 
and 36. A change in pipe length downstream the skid inlet 
has no significant influence on the shape of the pres sure 
spikes, but the same change between skid inlet and E.T. 
modifies considerably the peak amplitude of the first spike 
(50% increase) and reduces the second peak. 
5. The valve closure time is obviously an important parameter. 
A reduction by half increases the pressure spike amplitude 
by 50% (Figure 37). 
6. The sonic velocity has a double influence: it determines 
the occurrence of the pressure spike and its magnitude. As 
exposed in Chapter 1 the amplitude of the pressure spike is 
proportional to the sonic velocity and Figures 32 and 33 
confirm this observation. 
7. The surge tank and the lumped inertia containing both an 
inertia element tend to accentuate the second peak magn i-
tude. An interesting effect of a lumped inertia is the 
increase of the peak magnitude downstream and decrease of 
the peak magnitude upstream the element. When inserted 
between skid inlet and outlet, a lumped inertia separates 
the curves as it is shown on the experimental curve increas-
ing the skid inlet and decreasing the skid outlet maximum. 
8. Of lesser influence on the peak maximum and curve shape is 
the valve constant CV and the friction factor. Both modify 
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the steady state conditions but a 1 most not the transient 
pressures (less than 2-3%). 
9. Of negligible influence is the piping model. A horizontal 
pipe connected to a vert i ca 1 one can be rep 1 aced by one 
single pipe of length the sum of both pipes connected 
between the two extreme points of the two previous pipes. 
Various valves located in close vicinity from one another 
can also be substituted by a single valve provided an 
equivalent CV coefficient is given to that valve. 
10. Substituting a cylindrical tank by a pipe of diameter equal 
to the tank diameter yields the same results. 
11. A change in the fluid density does not affect the pressure 
head increase but only the pressure (in psig) since the 
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Fig. 28. Effect of a vapor chamber between skid inlet 
and skid outlet. The introduction of a vapor 
chamber between skid inlet and outlet damps 
out. The secondary pressure peaks at the skid 
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Fig. 29. Simulation of T.S.M. vent line by a vapor 
accumulator. The introduction of a vapor 
chamber simulating the T.S.M. vent line damps 
all secondary pressure peaks out at the orbiter 
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Fig. 30. Absence of any vapor accumulator. In the 
absence of vapor chambers, high secondary 
pressure spikes due to multiple reflections 
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Fig. 31. Effect of sonic velocity (a = 1000 ft/sec). 
Setting the sonic velocity to 1000 ft/sec in 
pipeline between orbiter inlet and E.T. damps 
out the secondary pressure peaks (no vapor 
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Fig. 32. Effect of sonic velocity (a= 2300 ft/sec). 
A reduction of the sonic velocity (a = 2300 
ft/sec) delays the pressure spikes at all 
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Fig. 33. Effect of sonic velocity (a = 2900 ft/sec). 
Constant wavespeed corresponding to sonic 
velocity in infinite fluid (a = 2900 ft/sec). 
Same comments as in figure 32. 
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Fig. 34. Effect of the system geometry (reduction in 
length of the cross country line). A 200 ft 
reduction in length of the cross country 
line has little influence on pressure spikes 
(small advance in time) (a = 2900 ft/sec, no 
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Fig. 35.· Effect of system geometry (100 ft 1 engtheni ng 
of pipeline between skid outlet and orbiter 
inlet). A lengthening of the pipeline between 
skid outlet and orbiter inlet by 100 ft 
increases the first pressure spike (a = 2900 
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Fig. 36. Effect of system geometry (200 ft lengthening 
of pipeline between skid outlet and orbiter 
inlet). A lengthening of the pipeline between 
skid outlet and orbiter inlet by 200 ft 
increases the first pressure spike and reduces 
the secondary peaks. (a = 2900 ft/sec, no 
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Fig. 37. Effect of valve closure time. A reduction by 
half of the valve A134 closure line increases 
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Fig. 38. Effect of valve constant. A reduction by a 
factor 3 of the PVlO C44 valve constant 
reduces the steady state pressures but has 
little influence on the pressure spikes 
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Fig. 39. Effect of piping system model. Data obtained 
with the first piping system model (27 pipes, 
25 junctions, small reach length, requiring 
large computer time, more detail in appendix 
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Effect of lumped capacitance (K = 300,000 
lb/ft2). The introduction of a lumped 
capacitance (K = 300,000 lb/ft2) at junction 
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Fig. 41. Effect of lumped capacitance (K = 60,000 
lb/ft2). Further reduction of the second 
peak by introduction of a lumped capacitance 
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Fig. 42. Effect of lumped inertia. The introduction 
of a lumped inertia at junction 7 increases 
the skid inlet maximum and decreases the 
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Fig. 43. Effect of a surge tank. A surge tank at 
junction 5 combines the effects of a lumped 
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Fig. 44 . Measured pressure spikes. Measured pressure 
spikes without liquid column separation and 
vapor cavity collapse. 
APPENDIX G 
TWO-PHASE FLOW 
Two-Phase-Flow Classical Approach 
The pressure spike data with vapor cavities were obtained during 
a drain flow initiation on September 15, 1981. Before drain initia-
tion, the storage tank was at 73% level, the E.T. was 90% level and the 
valves A134, A196, A86483 and A86462 were open. The va 1 ves A86460, 
A86461 and PVlO were closed leaving the transfer line section between 
A86461 and PVlO with o2 vapor. 
The drain was initiated by backfilling this void section by 
pressurizing the storage tank to 70 kPa gage, closing A134, A86462, 
opening A86460 to 100% open and running the pump at 2476 revolutions 
per minute. When the backfill flow was stabilized, PVlO was opened, 
A86483 closed, A86460 positioned to 15% the E.T. pressurized to 41 kPa 
gage, the pump turned off and the storage tank vented. Finally the 
main fill valve A86461 is opened. 
Si nee the main f i 11 valve A86461 was commanded to open 100 
seconds after the replenish valve A86460 was positioned to 15% steady 
state flow conditions may be expected for most of the time. The liquid 
column started to separate downstream of the replenish valve. 
Assuming steady state conditions, the vapor cavity length after a 
hundred seconds can be determined by calculating the velocities of the 
137 
downstream and the upstream columns. The difference of these two 
velocities multiplied by the time yields the cavity length. 
This method can also give a first approximation of the time and 
magnitude of the first pressure spike. Assuming again that the vapor 
cavity is reabsorbed under steady state conditions once the main fill 
~ 
valve A86461 is opened, the upstream column velocity yields the time 
required to collapse the cavity and the magnitude of the pressure spike 
resulting from the difference in velocity of the upstream and down-
stream liquid columns. 
Downstream Velocity 
From Table 6 (Appendix E) the losses in the line at the ground 
side of the replenish valve are due to 
• the friction in the pipe 
AH_ (18649.77-6.08-15.17-37.83-62.80-230.76-15.13-287.66) 0_0088 q6 - (3637) 2 
• the valves 
AH _ (1.54+0.84+8.50+0.96) + 0.0503 (2585) ( 2 ~8 + 17 ~ 17 ) q6 - (3.637) 2 (0.25)4 
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NOTE: The value of the constant c44 is 258, corresponding to the two 
orifices 1.35" and 0.430" in parallel for a sonic velocity of 
or 
2585 ft/s. 
The c44 value is 17917, corresponding to the valve Al96. 
Finally (~H)tot = 143.74 q6 
Applying Bernouilli 1 s equation to this column and assuming that 
the vapor pressure is 4 ft gage yields 
2 2 
Z(8) + H(8) + V (B) = Z(22) + H(22) + V (22 ) + (AH)tot 
2g 2g 
Z(8) + H(8) - Z(22) + H(22) = (_L (-1 -291T 02(22) 2
1 ) + 143.74) q6 
D (8) 
(85 + 4 - 53.2) = ( 4 ( 1 - 1 + 143.74) q6 
64.41T (30)2 (0.5)2 
3 q0 = 0.50 ft /s 
so v0 = 2.54 ft/s 
15%. 
Upstream Velocity 
The upstream velocity is determined by the replenish valve opened 
'[ = 15% R coefficient for the replenish valve. 
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equivalent coefficient for the main fill valve. 
Also holds across the valve 
AH = (see Appendix B) 




15 <46 ) = 0 00345 tM 2000 · 
AH= HT(l) - Z(8) - H(8) = 272 - 85 - 4 (height of liquid column 
upstream) 
AH = 183 ft. 
so qu = 0.137 ft3/s 
Vu= 0.70 ft/s 
Cavity Length 
The cavity length after one hundred seconds 
CAVL = (Vo - Vu) 100 = 184 ft. 
is 
It can be observed that pipe 8 is nearly filled with only vapor 
after a period of 100 seconds. 
Cavity Collapse 
Assuming the 4.75" orifice square edged, C ~ 0.65 yielding 
(AH) 8 = 32.7 ft. After the main fill valve is opened, the upstream 
column is accelerated while the downstream column still flows with the 
same velocity until both columns meet. 
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Assuming again that steady state conditions are reached and 
applying Bernouilli's equation to the column upstream of the middle of 
pipe 8 yields. 
2 
272 = Z(8) + H(8) + V (8) + AH 2g 
2 
where AH = (HT(l) - HT( 8) + HT(q) 9 = 2 (3.637) 2 
AH = 3.805 q2 
2 
so 272 = 85 + 4 + v2~8 ) + 3.805 q2 
183 = ( 42 + 3.805) q2 
64.4 ir D (8) 
q = 6.864 ft3/s 
V = 35.0 ft/s 
It will take at least 
184 
35.0 - 2.54 = 5·7 sec 
(246.7 - 196.4) 2 
(3.737) 2 q 
to collapse the whole cavity. The expected pressure spike will be the 
order of 
(35.0 - 2.54) ~ = 645 psi 2 g 
This pressure is an overestimated value. 
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Two-Phase Flow Transient Analysis 
The column separation due to the positioning of the replenish 
valve at 15% was successfully modelled by the modified HYTRAN code. 
As initial steady state conditions a zero velocity in each pipe 
has been chosen, followed by the opening of the valve Al96 in the 
storage area, leaving the replenish valve 15% open. Again a 15% 
replenish valve coefficient corresponds to 0.00345 for the main fill 
valve (see first section of this Appendix). The pressure head in the 
E.T. tank 90% full + 41 kPa gage corresponds to an equivalent head of 
272 feet (same as for the classical approach). 
The same model as for the one one phase flow was used and only a 
few parameters .in the input data had to be changed to simulate the flow 
with liquid column separation. The changed data are listed below: 
DELT = 0.00245 
TMAX = 117., 
HT= 13 * 272., 9 * 53.2, 
VO = 40 * 0., 
NTAU = 7 * 0, 10, 5 * 0, 2 * 10, 
TIME= 70 * 0., 105., 105.6, 105.9, 106.2, 106.5, 106.8, 107.l, 
107.4, 107.7, 108., 60 * 0., 0.9, 0.76, 1.14, 1.52, 1.9, 
2.28, 2.66, 3.04, 3.42, 3.8, 
TAUV = 70 * 0., 0.00345, 0.02, 0.05, 0.12, 0.19, 0.29, 0.42, 
0.53, 0.69, 1.0, 60 * 0., 0.0, 0.01, 0.05, 0.12, 0.19, 
0.29, 0.42, 0.53, 0.69, 1.0, 
The following comments can be made: 
1. The timestep tit has been chosen in such a manner as to 
satisfy the inequality 
L ~t s a + V 
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but as close as possible to the equal sign. Halving the 
timestep would first double the CPU line which is in the 
order of one and a half hours (since the real simulation time 
is TMAX = 117 sec) and yield results far different from the 
actual ones as one run proved (neither the peaks timing, nor 
their amplitude were obtained with a halved timestep). 
2. The opening time of valve Al96 has been chosen arbitrarily 
3 sec. The valve Al34 remained closed during the whole 
analysis and the flow through the 0.43 11 orifice in the bypass 
loop could not be neglected any more since it represented 
about 10% of the drain flow (through valve Al96). An equiva-
lent CV value equal to 60 (corresponding to c44 = 258 from 
first section in this Appendix) has been attributed to the 
valve A196. 
Results 
The program was run twice with only one change in the input data. 
The first run considered the orifice 4.75" at the orbiter inlet as a 
nozzle and the second as being rather sharp edged (with rounded edges). 
The difference resulted in the discharge coefficient, i.e., CV coeffi-
cient. This change did not affect the cavity creation, only the cavity 
collapse, since the velocity of the upstream column filling back the 
cavity was different from one case to another. This had a double 
143 
effect on the pressure spikes, since it affected both the timing and 
the peak amplitude (see equation (1) in Chapter 1). 
A comparison of the classical approach with the transient analy-
sis reveals good agreement. Less than 5% difference is obtained for 
the velocities, the maximum cavity length and the first peak magnitude 
as show the output extracts Table 8, 9. In Table 8 the upstream 
velocity after 100 seconds is constant and equals 0.70 ft/s. This 
value is found in column "Velocity Upstream End" at pipe number 8 
(Table 8). The downstream velocity of the fluid is found to be 
2.43 ft/s. The cavity is located in pipe 8 and composed of three large 
bubbles as indicates the variable NCAV(8) = 3. The vapor cavity length 
after a hundred seconds is 169.16 ft (right column). Table 9 gives the 
pressures, velocities and cavity length 4 sec after the main fill valve 
opened completely. the cavity is collapsing and the upstream velocity 
reaches the constant valve of 33.43 ft/s which is close to the hand 
calculated estimation (less than 5% difference). Although the 
downstream velocity should be identical to the one of Table 8 a slight 
increase is noticed. This letter error is due to limitations of the 
method used to model a flow with bubbles at the junctions. At the 
junction of two pipes boundary conditions are introduced and may not be 
compatible with the requirements of vapor cavity formation (pressure 
fixed at vapor pressure). For this reason no cavity formation has been 
allowed in the last sections at the ends of the pipes. However this 
approximation does not affect significantly the magnitude and timing of 





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































In this Appendix a listing of the computer program HYTRAN 
(HYTRAN.FOR; 60) and a sample input and output data for single phase 












































































6-JUL-1983 16: 26 
6-JUL-1983 16 : 26 






uuuuu cc cc F 
YY TTTTTTTTTT RRRRRRRR 
yy TTTTTTTTTT RRRRRRRR 
yy TT RR 
yy TT RR 
yy TT RR 
YY TT RR 
TT RRRRRRRR 
TT RRRRRRRR 
TT RR RR 
TT RR RR 
TT RR RR 
TT RR RR 
TT RR 
TT RR 
000000 RRRRRRRR ; iii 
000000 RRRRRRRR i; ii 
OD RR RR ; ; ; ; 
00 RR RR ii j j 
00 RR RR 
00 RR RR 
00 RRRRRRRR ; i;; 






















RR ; ; 






cc cc F 
6-JUL-1983 16 : 26 
6-JUL-1983 16 : 26 







6-JUL-1983 16 : 26 
6-JUL-1983 16:26 
AAAAAA NN NN 
AAAAAA NN NN 
RR AA AA NN NN 
RR AA AA NN NN 
RR AA AA NNNN NN 
RR AA AA NNNN NN 
AA AA NN NN NN 
AA AA NN NN NN 
AAAAAAAAAA NN NNNN 
AAAAAAAAAA NN NNNN 
AA AA NN NN 
AA AA NN NN 
RR AA AA NN NN 
RR AA AA NN NN 
666666 000000 
666666 000000 
66 00 00 
66 00 00 
66 00 0000 
66 00 0000 
66666666 00 00 00 
66666666 00 00 00 
66 66 0000 00 
66 66 0000 00 
66 66 00 00 






6-JUL-1983 16 : 26 
6-JUL-1983 16:26 
6-JUL-1983 16:26 













COMMON /IN1/ NP<30>,NSORCE<30),NSINK<30>,NSTANKC30>,HT<30>, 
1 C1P<30>,C2PC30),C3PC3Q),V0L(30>,VDLMINC30),GAMMAC30),KK<30), 
2 C0<3Q),C4PC30),QC30),QPC30),FLIC30>,DLI<30),XLI<30>,VOLMAXC30> 
COMMON /INA/ D<4Q),XLC40),VOC40),AC40>,ALPHAC40>.FC40>,FFC40> 
COMMON /IN2/C44<30),CV<30), ICC30,5),JJC30,S),NTAU<30>,TIME<10,30>, 
1 TAUVC10,30>,THDC10>,TAUDC10) 
COMMON /IN3/ NJCT,NPIPE,DELT,T,TMAX, ITPRNT, ISTOP,LPRT,LPLT, 
1 ITPLT,LTAPE, ITTPE,NJPLT,JPLTC30),TIME2, ITPR2,TIHE3, ITPR3 
2 I TIME4, ITPR4 
COMMON /BK1/ XNC40>,DELX<40),THETA<40>,N<40>,C1C40),C3<40>,C2<40>, 
1H1MC40>.HNMC40>.T1<40),TNC40),HT1<30>.DHEAD<30>,SHEADC30),ELEVC30) 
COMMON /BK2/ VC40,200>,HC40,200),VSC40,200),HS<40,200>, 
1 VRC40,200),VDC40,200>, 
1 HRC4Q,200>,VPC40,200>,HP<40,200),XIC<30,S),CC30,5> 
COMMON /BK3/ G,PI,RHO,VARPR,TITLEC20L ITCTR,KNTAPE, IRUN 
1 I !START, IDATPE 
COMMON /BUBBL/ VDPC40,200>,XCAVC40,200),CAVLC40>,NCAV<40),HSTC40> 




1 CALL INPUT 
CALL !NIT 







IF <ITANKl . NE. 0) CALL THFUNC 
CALL OUTPUT 
IF <T . LT. THAX> GO TO 2 
IF CLTAPE . EG . 0) GO TO 4 
WRITE C6,5) KNTAPE 
5 FORMAT C/lX, 'KNTAPE=', 110) 




IF <ISTOP . EQ . O> GO TO 1 
GO TO 999 
10 CALL PLOTT 








C ** ROUTINE TO READ IN DATA ** 
c 






COMMON /INA/ DC40>.XLC40>.VOC40>.A<40),ALPHA<40>,F<40>.FFC40> 
COMMON /IN2/C44C3Q),CVC30), ICC30,5),JJ<30,5),NTAU<30),TIME<10,30), 
1 TAUVC10,30>,TMD<10>.TAUD<10) 
COMMON /IN3/ NJCT,NPIPE,DELT,T,TMAX, ITPRNT,ISTOP,LPRT,LPLT, 
1 ITPLT,LTAPE, ITTPE,NJPLT,JPLT<30>,TIME2, ITPR2.TIME3,ITPR3 
2 I TIME4, ITPR4 
COMMON /BK1/ XNC40>,DELXC40>,THETA<40>,N<40>,C1<40),C3<40>.C2<40>, 
1H1MC40>.HNM<40>.T1<40>,TNC40>,HT1C30),DHEAD<30>,SHEAD<30),ELEV<30> 
COMMON /BK2/ V<40,200),HC40,200),VSC40,200),HSC40,200), 
1VRC40.200>.VD<40,200), 
1 HRC40,200>.VPC40,200>,HPC40,200),XICC30,5),CC30,5> 
COMMON /BK3/ G.PI,RHO,VARPR,TITLEC20), ITCTR,KNTAPE,IRUN 
1 I ISTART. IDATPE 
COMMON /BUBBL/ VDP<40,20Q),XCAVC40,200),CAVL<40>.NCAVC40>.HST<40> 




2 ALPHA,JJ, IC,CV,ELEV,N,F,NTAU,TIHE,TAUV 
C PUT PIPE ANGLES IN AS+ FOR UP AND - FOR DOWN ... COMPUTER WILL CHAN 
READ <5,220> TITLE 
220 FORMAT C20A4> 
WRITE (6,3> TITLE 
3 FORMAT ( 1H1. SOX, 'HYTRAN INPUT DATA I //40X, 20A4. //) 
READ<5,DIN> 
c 
WRITE (6, DIN> 
READ <5, 1> ISTOP,RHO,VARPR, IRUN, !START, IDATPE, ITANKl 
FORMAT CI10,2F10. 2,4110> 
WRITE (6,2>ISTQP,RHO,VARPR, IRUN, !START, IDATPE, ITANK1 













1 ex. 'VARPR, FT', ex, 'IRUN', 4X, '!START', 4X. 'IDATPE', 4X, 'ITANK1 '/ 
2 4X. Ili 4X. E15. 5, sx. E15 . 5, 5X, It. ex. Il16X, 15, ex, 11) 
IF <ITANK1 .EG. O> GO TO 8 
ITANK1=1 FOR SPHERICAL TANK, =2 FOR VERTICAL CYLINDRICAL TANK, 
=3 FOR HORIZONTAL CYLINDRICAL TANK 
READ (5,9) RADTK1,XHIGH1,XHIGH2,TKLENG,VFLOIN 
FORMAT C5F10.3> 
WRITE (6,7) RADTK1, XHIGH1,XHIGH2,TKLENG,VFLOIN 
FORMATC/6X, 'RADTKL FT', 5X, 'XHIGHL FT', 6X, 'XHIGH2, FT', 6X, 
1 'TKLENG. FT, I bX. 'VFLOIN1 FTH3/S I /4E15. 5, E20. S> 
CONTINUE 
READ <S.240>LPRT, ITPRNT,LPLT, ITPLT,LTAPE, ITTPE.TIME2. ITPR2,TIHE3, 
1 ITPR3.TIME4, ITPR4 
FORMAT C615,F10.2. IS,F10.2, IS.F10.2, IS> 
WRITE C61360> LPRT, ITPRNT,LPLT, ITPLT,LTAPE,ITTPE,TIHE2,ITPR2, 
1 TIME3, ITPR3.TIME4,ITPR4 
FORMAT (/1X. 'OUTPUT PARAHETERS--LPRT, ITPRNT.LPLT,ITPLT,LTAPE,ITTPE 
1 ,TIME2, ITPR2,TIHE3, ITPR3,TIHE4, ITPR4'/1X,6IS,F14.2, I5,F14.2, IS, 
2 F14.2. IS> 




WRITE (6,380> NJPLT 
380 FORMAT C 1X, 'NJPLT= ',IS> 
READ (5,230> <JPLT<I>, 1=1,NJPLT> 
WRITE <6,390) <JPLTCI>, I=1,NJPLT> 










COMMON /IN1/ NP<30>,NSORCEC30>,NSINKC30LNSTANKC30>,HT<30>. 
1 C1P<30>,C2P<30>,C3P<30),VOL<30>,VOLMIN<30LGAMMAC30),KK<30), 
2 COC30>,C4PC30),QC3Q),QP(30),FLI<30),DLI<30),XLI(30),V0LHAX<30> 
COMMON /INA/ DC40>,XL<40>,VOC40>,A<40>,ALPHAC40>,F<40>,FFC40) 
COMMON /IN2/C44C30),CV<30), IC<30,5),JJC30,5>,NTAUC30>.TIMEC10,30), 
1 TAUV<10,30>,TMDC10),TAUD<10> 
COMMON /IN3/ NJCT,NPIPE,DELT,T,THAX, ITPRNT, ISTOP,LPRT,LPLT, 
1 ITPLT,LTAPE, ITTPE,NJPLT,JPLT<30>,TIME2, ITPR2,TIME3, ITPR3 
2 ,TIME4, ITPR4 
COMMON /BK1/ XNC40>,DELX<40>,THETAC40),NC40),C1<40>,C3<40>,C2<40>, 
1H1MC40),HNM<40>,T1C40>,TN(40),HT1C30),DHEADC30),SHEADC30),ELEVC30> 
COMMON /BK2/ VC40,200),HC40,200),VSC40,200>,HSC40,200), 
1VRC40, 200> , VDC4Q,200), 
1 HR<40,200>.VP<40,200>,HPC40,200>,XICC30,5>,CC30,5) 
COMMON /BK3/ G,PI,RHO,VARPR,TITLE<20>, ITCTR,KNTAPE, IRUN 
1 I !START. IDATPE 
COMMON /BUBBL/ VDPC40,20Q),XCAVi40,200),CAVL<40>,NCAVC40),HSTC40) 
COMMON /TANK/ ITANK1,RADTK1,XHIGH1,XHIGH2, XDIST,VOLTKT,VOLTKG, 
1 VOLTKL,VFLOIN,TKLENG 





IF <NJCT . NE . O> GO TO 3 
51 WRITE (6,4 ) 
4 FORMAT C 1 X, 'SOLUTION TERMINATED DUE TO NJCT=O / > 
STOP 
3 CONTINUE 
D0114J=1. NP IPE 







IF<NSINKCL> . EG . O> GO TO 121 
IF<M. GT. 1) GO TO 116 
OUP=DC.J) 
AUP=A<.J> 
IFC CNSINKCL>. EG. 2>. OR. <NSINKCL>. EG . 4>. OR. 
1 CNSINK<L> . EG. 7>1 GO TO 120 
GO TO 121 























GO TO 119 
WRITEC6, 118> L 
FORMAT< 1 X, 'SOLUTION TERMINATED DUE TO BAD DATA 
1 AT VALVE ', 12> 
STOP 
IF<AUP . NE.ADN> GO TO 117 




IF CNC.J) . EG. O> GO TO 51 
XN C .J ) =N C .J > 
DELXC.J>=XLC.J)/XNC.J> 
NN=NC.J)+1 
IFCNSTANKCL> . EG. 2> GCL>=VOC.J>*<Pl/4 . >+D(.J)**2 
D053I=1. NN 
v ( .JI I ) =VO ( J ) 
VD ( .JI I ) =VO ( .J ) 
X=I-1 
HCJ, I >=HT<L>-X•DELX C.J>•C <F<.J>•VCJ, I >••2> I <2. •DC.J)+G>) 
VP ( J, I> =V CJ, I> 
ELJI=ELEVCL>-X+DELXCJ>*SIN<ALPHACJ)) 
HP (JI I ) =H (JI I ) -ELJ I 
I=l 





IF <ISTART .EG. O> GO TO 5 
READ <ISTART) IDUMP 
DO 6 I=l, IDATPE 
READ (I START) TI (HT ( L) I L=1. NJCT> 
DO 7 .J=1,NPIPE 
NN=N<.J>+1 
READ ( I ST ART ) (HP ( .JI M) I VP (JI M) I M= 1 I NN ) 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
FOR TANK AT .JUNCTION 1 
IF CITANK1 . EG . O> GO TO 1 
XDIST=XHIGH1 
IF <ITANK1 . NE. 1> GO TO 9 
VOLTKT=4. •PI*RADTK1**3/3. 
VOLTKG=PI*XHIGH1**2*CRADTK1-XHIGH1/3 . > 
GO TO 10 
IF <ITANK1 .NE. 2) GO TO 11 
VOLTKT=XHIGH2*PI*RADTKl**2 
VOLTKG=XHIGH1+PI•RADTK1•+2 
GO TO 10 
CONTINUE 
THTAT=2 . +ATAN<SGRTC2.+XHIGH2+RADTK1-XHIGH2+•2)/(RADTK1-XHIGH2>> 
VOLTKT=CTKLENG*RADTK1•+2/2. )+CTHTAT-SINCTHTAT>> 








IF<NSORCECL> . NE . 2>GOT0109 





HT 1 < L> =H < J 1. N 1 > 
109 CONTINUE 
c 
IF <LTAPE .EG. O> GO TO 210 
MPTS=<TMAX-T>l<DELT*FLOAT<ITTPE>> 
HPTS=MPTS-1 








C ** ROUTINE FOR TRANSIENT CALCULATION ** 
c 
c 
COMMON /IN1/ NP<30>.NSORCEC30),NSINK<30),NSTANK<30),HT<30), 
1 C1PC30>,C2PC30),C3P(30),VOL<30>,VOLMIN<30),GAMMAC30>,KK<30), 
2 COC30>,C4PC30),QC30>.GP<30),FLI<30>,DLI<30),XLI<30),V0LMAX<30) 
COMMON /INA/ D<40>,XL<40),V0<40>,A<40),ALPHA<40>,F<40),FF<40> 
COMMON /IN2/C44C30),CVC30>, ICC30,5),JJ(30, 5>,NTAUC30),TIMEC10,30), 
1 TAUVC10,30>,TMD<10),TAUDC10> 
COMMON /IN3/ NJCT,NPIPE,DELT,T,TMAX, ITPRNT, ISTOP,LPRT,LPLT, 
1 ITPLT,LTAPE, ITTPE,NJPLT,JPLT<30>,TIME2, ITPR2,TIME3, ITPR3 
2 , TIME4, ITPR4 
COMMON /BKl/ XNC40>,DELX<40),THETAC40),N<40),C1<40>,C3C40),C2<40), 
1H1M(40>,HNMC40),T1<40),TN<40>.HT1C30),DHEADC30>.SHEADC30),ELEVC30> 
COMMON /BK2/ V<40,200),H(40,200>.VSC40,200),HS<40,200), 
1VR(40,200),VD<40, 200>. 
1 HRC40,200),VP<40,200>,HPC40,200), XICC30,5),C(30,5> 
COMMON /BK3 / G,PI,RHO,VARPR,TITLEC20), ITCTR,KNTAPE, IRUN 
1 I !START, IDATPE 
COMMON /BUBBL / VDPC40,200>,XCAVC40,200),CAVL<40>,NCAV<40>.HSTC40) 







VR < J, I>= CV< J, 1+1 >-THETA CJ >*A <J) *< V < J, I+1 >-VCJ, I)>> I< 1. +THETA CJ >*<V 
1 (JI I+ 1 ) -v ( JI I ) ) ) 
vs ( JI I+ 1 ) = ( v ( JI I ) -THETA ( J ) +A ( J ) * ( v ( JI I ) -v ( JI 1+1 ) ) ) I ( 1. -THETA ( J) * ( v 
1 (.J, I >-V(.J, 1+1 > > > 
HR (J, I> =H ( J, I+l>-THETA < J) *CVR< J, I> +A< J »*<H< J, 1+1>-H< J, I)) 
HS<J, 1+1 >=HCJ, I >+THETACJ>*CVSCJ, I+l >-A<J> >*<HC..J, I >-HCJ, 1+1 > > 
10 CONTINUE 
c 
C **FOR INTERIOR ·POINTS ** 
D011J=1. NPlPE 
IFCCAVL<J> . LT. XLCJ>> GO TO 13 
FF<.J>=O. 




IF<NN . EG . O>GOTDll 
D0110I=L NN 
VP<J, I+l>=O. S*<VRCJ, I>+VS<J, I+2>+C2<J>+<HRCJ,I>-HS<J, 1+2>-DELT•SIN 
1 <ALPHACJ> >*CVR CJ, I >-VS(J, 1+2) > >-CFF<J>•DELT/C2. *D<J>) >*<VRCJ, I>* 
2ABS<VR CJ, I> )+VSCJ, I+2>*ABS<VS<J, 1+2>) >) 
HP<J, 1+1)=0. S+CHRCJ, I>+HSCJ, I+2)+CACJ>IG>•<VR<J, I>-VSCJ, 1+2>>-DELT 
l*SIN<ALPHA<J>>*<VRCJ, I>+VSCJ, I+2>>-<A<J>IG>•<FFCJ>•DELT/C2.*D<J>>> 




C ** FOR CALCULATION OF BOUNDARY POINTS ** 
D012J=1,NPIPE 
1=1 
IFCXCAVCJ, I+1 ). NE . 0. > VSCJ, 1+1 >=V(J, I+1) 
C1CJ>=VSCJ, I+1)+C1.+C2CJ>*DELT*SINCALPHACJ>>-FFCJ>*DELT•ABSCVSCJ,I 
1+1 > )/(2. *DCJ)) >-C2(J)*HSCJ, I+l > 
I=NCJ) 
IF< XCAV < J, I> . NE. 0 . > VR CJ, I> =VD CJ, I> 
12 C3CJ>=VRCJ, I>*<l.-C2CJ)*DELT•SINCALPHACJ>>-FF<J>*DELT*ABS<VRCJ,I>> 
c 
c 








COMMON /IN1/ NPC30),NSORCEC30>.NSINK<30>.NSTANK<30),HTC30), 
1 C1PC30>.C2PC30>,C3PC30),VOLC30>.VOLMINC30>.GAMMAC30),KKC30>, 
2 COC30),C4P<30),QC30>,GPC30),FLI<30>,DLI<30>, XLI<30>,VOLMAXC30) 
COMMON /INA / DC4Q),XLC40>.VOC40),A(4Q),ALPHA<40>,FC40),FFC40) 
COMMON /IN2/C44(30),CVC30), ICC3Q,5),JJC30,5>.NTAUC3Q),TIMEC10,30), 
1 TAUV<10,30>.TMDC10),TAUDC10> 
COMMON /IN3/ NJCT,NPIPE,DELT,T.TMAX, ITPRNT, ISTOP,LPRT,LPLT, 
1 ITPLT,LTAPE, ITTPE,NJPLT,JPLTC30),TIME2, ITPR2,TIME3, ITPR3 
2 I TIME4. ITPR4 
COMMON /BK1/ XNC40>.DELXC40>,THETAC40>.NC40>.C1C40>.C3C40>.C2C40>, 
1H1MC40>.HNMC40),T1C40>.TNC40>,HT1<30),DHEAD<30>,SHEAD<30>,ELEVC30) 
COMMON /BK2 / VC40,200),H(40,200>.VSC40,200),HS<40,200>, 
1VR(40,200>.VDC40,200), 
1 HR<40,200>.VP<40,200>,HPC40,200), XIC<30,5>.CC3Q,5) 
COMMON /BK3/ G,PI.RHO,VARPR,TITLEC20L ITCTR,KNTAPE, IRUN 
1 , !START, IDATPE 
COMMON /BUBBLi VDP<40,200),XCAV<40,200),CAVL<40),NCAV<40),HST<40> 
COMMON /TANK/ ITANK1,RADTK1, XHIGH1, XHIGH2,XDIST,VOLTKT,VOLTKG, 
1 VOLTKL,VFLOIN,TKLENG 
D013L=1. NJCT 
IF<NSINK<L> . NE . O>GOT027 
IF< IABS<NSORCECL> > . EG. 1 . OR . NSORCECL> . EG. 3> 00 TO 101 
IF<NSORCE<L>.EG . 2>GOT019 

















IF CHTCL> . LE. VARPR> HTCL>=VARPR 
IF<NSTANKCL) . NE . O>GOT023 




HP ( JI I ) =HT ( L> 
VPCJ, I>=C3CJ>-C2<J>•HPCJ, I> 
GOT017 
18 1=1 
HP ( JI I ) =HT ( L> 












** SURGE TANK AT JUNCTION 
J=.JJ (L, 1) 





A1=CPI/4 . >*D<J>**2 
A2= C P I/4 . ) *DC J1) H·2 
A12=CPI/4 . )+DLI <L>**2 
B1=A1*C3CJ>-A2*C1CJ1> 
D1=A1*C2CJ>+A2*C2CJ1) 
IF<NSTANK<L> . GT. 1> GO TO 411 
IF< XLI CL> . NE . 0 . > GO TO 413 
E1=0. 
E2=0. 
GO TO 414 
** 





SURGE TANK OR AIR CHAMBER < IF XLI<L>=O 
004 1 0 I I= 1. K IT 
VOLP=VOLCL>- . 5*DELT*<GP<L>+GCL>> 
IFCVOLP.LT . VOLMINCL)) VOLP=VOLMINCL> 










IF<vOLCL) . LT. VOLMIN<L>> VOL<L>=VOLMIN<L> 
IF<VOL<L>.GT . VOLMAX<L>> VOL<L>=VOLMAX<L> 
HST<L>=<El+l. >•<Bl-GP<L> )/Dl+E2 
HT<L>=<B1-GP<L>>ID1 
GO TO 409 




IF <NSTANK<L> . GT.2> GO TO 412 
C22=2 . +XLI(L)/(G+A12+DELT> 
C 11=H < Jl. I >-H (.J, NN > +FLI ( L>•XLI <L> *G < L>•ABS <G <L> >I 
1 <G*DLI<L>+A12**2>-C22•G<L> 
GP<L>=<<C3<J>IC2(J))+CC1CJ1)/C2CJ1>>-C11)/CC22+ 
1 (1. l<A1•C2<J)))+(1. /(A2*C2<.J1)))) 
VP<J,NN>=GP<L>IA1 
VP < .J 1. I > =GP C L> I A2 
HPCJ.NN>=<C3<.J>-VP<.J,NN>>IC2<J> 
HPCJ1, I>=CVP<.J1, I>-Ct<J1))/C2<J1) 
G<L>=GP <L> 
GO TO 13 
C LUMPED CAPACITANCE 
c 




409 GCU=GP CL> 
VPC.J,NN>=C3CJ)-C2CJ>+HTCL> 
VP ( .JL I> =Ci< J1) +C2 (Ji> *HTC L> 
HP<.J,NN>=HTCU 
HP C J 1. I >=HT< L> 
415 GO TO 13 
c 
C PUMP BETWEEN TWO PIPES OF EGUAL DIAMETER 





IF< CC1PCL> . EG . 0 . >. AND . CC3PCL>. EG. 0 . > >GDT051 
IF< <C2P<L> . EG . 0 . >. AND. CC3PCL>. EG. 0. > >GOT051 
IF<C3P<L>. EG . 0. >GOT051 
AA=C1P CL> 
BB=C2PCL>-1. /C2<J>-1. /C2CJ1> · 
CC=C3CJ)/C2<J>+C1CJ1)/C2CJ1)+C3PCL> 
VPCJ, I>=<-BB-SGRTCABS<BB+*2-4.+AA*CC>>>l<2. *AA> 
IF < VP C J, I > . LE. 0 . ) VP < J, I > =O. 
VP < J 1. 1 ) =VP < J, I ) 




HT< L> =HP < J L 1 > 
GOTD13 




IF CNSORCE<L> . EG. <-1 > > I=NCJ)+1 
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IABORT=101 
IF< CClPCL> . EG. 0 . >. AND . CC3PCL>. EG . 0 . > >GOT051 
IFCCC2PCL> . EG . O. >. AND . <C3P<L> . EG . O. >>GOT051 
IF<C3P<L> . EQ . 0 . >GOT051 
IF<C1P<L> . EG . 0. )GOT020 
AA=C 1P < L>*C2 < .J) 
BB=C2PCL)*C2C.J>-1 . 
CC=C3P<L>*C2CJ>+C1CJ> 
VPCJ, I>=<-BB-SGRT<BB**2-4 . *AA*CC>>l<2. *AA> 
IFCVP<J, I>. LE. 0. >VP<J, I >=O. 
GOT022 
20 IFCC2PCL> . EG . O. >GOT021 
VP< J, I>= ( C3P ( L>- CC 1 C -.J > /C2 < J > ) >I< C2P CL> +1. /C2 ( .J) ) 





lFCNSORCE<L> . EG . C-1 > >VPCJ, I >=C3CJ>-C2CJ)*C3P<L> 
IFCNSORCE<L> . EG. 3>GOT0111 
C FOR PUMP BETWEEN TWO PIPES THIS IS HEAD INCREASE 
22 HT<L>=C1P<L>*VPCJ, I>**2+C2P<L>*VPCJ, I>+C3P<L> 
IF < HT C 1 > . LT. 0 . > HT ( 1 > =O . 
HP < J , I >=HT < L> 
GOT013 
c 
C RESERVOIR WITH CHEC K VALVE TO PREVENT BACK FLOW . . . ALSO SIMULATES 
C HYDROPNEUMATIC TANK WITH CONSTANT GAS BLANKET PRESSURE 
111 IF<VPCJ, I> . LE. 0 . >VPCJ, I>=O. 
c 
HP CJ, I>=< VP CJ, I >-C 1 < J > > IC2 CJ> 
HT<L>=HP CJ, I> 
GOTO 13 







IFCNV . GT . 2> GO TO 81 
NTAB=NTAUCL> 
DO 80 K=1,NTAB 




GO TO 28 
81 IF CNV . GT . 7> GO TO 51 
TAU=1. 
28 C4=C44<L> *TAU**2 
GO TO <37.36,37.36,37.37,36>.NV 
c 
C VALVE OR ORIFICE AT END OF PIPE DISCHARGING TO ATMOSPHERE 
36 VP CJ, I >=-C4/2 . +SGRT<ABS< <C4/2. >**2+C3<.J>*C4> > 
HPCJ, I>=CC3<J>-VPCJ, I»IC2<J> 
IF (HP ( JI I ) . LE . ELEV ( L ) ) GO TO 116 
IF <NV . EG. 7> GO TO 104 
GO TO 105 
116 HPCJ, I>=ELEV<L> 
VPCJ, I>=C3CJ>-C2CJ>*ELEV<L> 
105 HT<L>=HP<J, I> 
GOT013 
c 
C PRESSURE RELIEF VALVE 
104 XVALVE=C1P<L> 
c 
IF<HP(J, I>.LE . XVALVE>VP(J, I>=O. 
HP ( JI I ) = ( c 3 ( J ) -VP ( JI I ) ) I C2 ( J ) 
GOT0105 
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IF<CC1PC3. GE. O. >. AND . CTAU. GT . . 00001>>GO TO 38 
IF <NV . EG. 5) TAU=O. O 
IF<TAU. LT . . 00001)00 TO 39 
C NEGATIVE FLOW THRU VALVE OR ORIFICE 
VP(J, I>=C4-SGRTCC4**2-C4•C1PC3> 
48 VP ( J 1 I I 1 ) =VP (JI I ) 
c 
HP(J, I>=<C3<J>-VP(J, I>>IC2<J> 
HP<JL 11>=<VP<JL I1>-C1<J1))/C2<J1> 
HT ( L> =HP ( J I I ) 
HT 1 ( L ) =HP ( J 1 I I 1 ) 
IF <IPASS . EG. 2> GO TO 13 
C C1P<L> BELOW IS HEAD AT WHICH PRESSURE REDUCING VALVE IS ACTIVATED 
IFC<NV . EG. 6} . AND . <HP<JL I1> . GE . C1P<L>)) GO TO 115 
GOT013 
c 
C POSITIVE FLOW THRU VALVE OR ORIFICE 
38 VP(J, I>=-C4+SGRTCC4**2+C4*C1PC3> 
GOT048 
39 VP CJ, I >=O. 
GO TO 48 
115 IPASS=2 
c 
C C2P<L> BELOW IS HEAD AT WHICH PRESSURE REDUCING VALVE IS COMPLETEL 
C CLOSED 
TAU=< CC2PCL>-HPCJL Ii> }/CC2PCL>-C1P(Ll > )**2 
IF <HP<JL 11) . GE . C2P<L» TAU=O. 
C4=C44CL> *TAU**2 




51 WRITE (6,52> !ABORT 
52 FORMAT C 1X, 'SOLUTION TERMINATED DUE TO BAD DATA' I 
c 




C ** ROUTINE FOR PHASE ** 
c 
COMMON /IN1/ NPC30>.NSORCE<30>.NSINK<30),NSTANKC30),HTC30), 
1 C1PC30>.C2PC30>.C3PC3Q),VOLC30>.VOLMINC30),GAMMAC30>,KK(30>, 
2 COC30),C4PC30),QC30LGPC30>.FLIC30>.DLIC30>,XLI<30>.VOLMAX<30> 
COMMON /INA/ DC40),XLC40>.VOC40>,AC40>,ALPHAC40>,F<40>,FF<40> 




COMMON /IN3/ NJCT,NPIPE,DELT,T.TMAX. ITPRNT, ISTOP.LPRT,LPLT, 
1 ITPLT,LTAPE, ITTPE,NJPLT,JPLTC30),TIME2, ITPR2,TIME3,ITPR3 
2 I TIME4, ITPR4 
COMMON /BK1/ XNC40>,DELXC40>,THETA<40>,N<40>,C1<40),C3C40),C2C40), 
1H1MC40>,HNM<40>,T1C40>,TN<40>,HT1C30>,DHEADC30>,SHEAD<30>,ELEVC30> 
COMMON /BK2/ VC40,200>,HC40,200>,VSC40,200),HSC40,200>, 
1VRC40,200>,VDC40,200), 
1 HR<40,200>.VP<40,200>,HP<40,200),XICC30,5),C(30,5) 
COMMON /BK3/ G,PI,RHO,VARPR,TITLEC20), ITCTR,KNTAPE,IRUN 
1 I !START, IDATPE 
COMMON /BUBBL/ VDPC40,200), XCAVC40,200),CAVLC40>,NCAVC40),HSTC40) 














IF< I. EG. 1 > GD TO 509 
IFCI . NE . NN> GO TO 508 
509 IF<HPCJ, I> . GE. VAPHJI>GOT0501 
HP<J , I>=VAPHJI 
GOT0501 
c 
C LIGUID FLOW WITH GAS BUBBLE 
508 IF<CXCAVCJ, I-1>.EG . 0 . >. AND . CXCAV<.J, 1+1> . EG . 0.)) GO TO 500 
VCP=VDCJ, 1-l)*Cl. -C2CJ>*DELT*SIN<ALPHA<J>>-FFC.J>*DELT* 
lABSCVDC.J, 1-1 > )/(2 
2 . *D<J> > >+C2C.J>*H(J, 1-1 > 
VCH=V<J, 1+1>*<1 . +C2CJ>*DELT*SINCALPHACJ>>-FFCJ>*DELT*ABSCVCJ, 1+1 
1 > )/C2. *D<J> > >-C2CJHtHCJ, I+l> 
IFCXCAVCJ, I) . GT. 0 . > GO TD 401 
HPCJ, I>=. 5*CVCP-VCM>IC2CJ> 
IF<HPCJ, I> . GE. VAPHJI> GD TO 502 
GO TO 401 
500 IF<XCAV<'-"• I) . GT. 0 . ) GO TO 402 
IF<HPC.J, I> . GE . VAPHJI> GO TO 501 · 
402 VCP=VRCJ, I-1>*<1 . -C2CJ>*DELT*SIN<ALPHACJ>>-FF<.J>*DELT*ABS<VRCJ, 1-1 
1 > >I< 2 . *D < J > > > +C2 C '-">*HR CJ, I-1 > 
VCM=VS<J, 1+1)*(1.+C2CJ)*DELT*SIN<ALPHACJ>>-FFCJ>*DELT*ABSCVSCJ, I+l 
1) >I C2. *D<'-"> > >-C2<J>*HSCJ, 1+1 > 
401 HPCJ, I>=VAPHJI 
VPCJ, I>=VCP-C2CJ>*HPCJ,I> 
VDP<J, I>=VCH+C2CJ>*HPCJ,I) 
XCAV<J, I>=XCAV<'-"• I>+. 5*DELT*<VDPCJ, I>+VDCJ, I>-VPCJ, I>-VCJ, I>> 
NCAV<J>=NCAVCJ)+l 
IFCXCAVCJ, 1 >.GT. 0 . >GOT0503 
XCAVCJ, I >=O. 
HPC.J, I>=VAPHJ1+.'25*CVPCJ, I>+VC.J, I>-VDP<J, I>-VDCJ, I»IC2C.J) 
NCAVC.J>=NCAVCJ>-1 
502 VPC.J, I>=VCP-C2<J>*HPCJ, I> 
501 VDPC.J, I>=VPCJ, I> 
503 VC.J, I>•VPCJ, I> 
VD<J, I>=VDP<J, I> 
H ( J, I ) =HP ( JI I ) 
CAVL<J>=CAVL<J>+XCAVCJ, I> 
HP(J, I>=HPCJ, I>-ELJI 
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IF <HPCJ, I> .LE. VARPR> HPCJ, I>=VARPR 






IFCH1M<J>.GE . HP(J, I>> GOTO 41 
H 1 M <.J > =HP < J, I > 
T1<.J>=T 














C ** ROUTINE TO OUTPUT TRANSIENT SOLUTION ** 
c 
COMMON /IN1/ NP<30>,NSORCEC30>,NSINKC30>,NSTANKC30),HT<30), 
1 C1PC30>,C2PC3Q),C3PC3Q),VOLC30>,VOLMIN<30>,GAMMAC30),KKC30>, 
2 COC3Q),C4P(3Q),Q(30l,GPC30),FLIC30>.DLIC30),XLIC3Q),VOLMAX<30> 
COMMON /INA/ DC40),XLC40>,VOC40l,AC40),ALPHAC40>.FC40>,FF<40> 
COHHON /IN2/C44<30>,CVC3Q), ICC30,Sl,JJC30,5>.NTAUC30>,TIMEC10,30), 
1 TAUVC10,30>,TMDC10),TAUDC10> 
COMMON /IN3/ NJCT,NPIPE,DELT,T.TMAX, ITPRNT, ISTQP,LPRT,LPLT, 
1 ITPLT,LTAPE,ITTPE,NJPLT,JPLTC30>,TIME2, ITPR2,TIME3, ITPR3 
2 , TIME4, ITPR4 
COMMON /BK1/ XNC40>,DELXC40>.THETAC4Q),NC40>,C1<40>.C3C40>,C2<40), 
1H1MC40>,HNMC40),T1C40>,TNC40),HT1<30),DHEADC30),SHEAD<30>,ELEVC30> 





COMMON /BK3/ G,PI,RHO.VARPR,TITLEC20>, ITCTR,KNTAPE,IRUN 
1 , !START, IDATPE 
COMMON /BUBBL/ VDP<40,200),XCAV<40.200),CAVL<40>,NCAV<40>,HST<40> 
COMMON /TANK/ ITANK1,RADTK1,XHIGH1,XHIGH2,XDIST,VOLTKT,VOLTKG, 
1 VOLTKL,VFLOIN,TKLENG 
IF CLPRT .EG. 0) GO TO 10 
IF <TIME2 .LE. 0 . 0> GO TO 77 
IF CT .GT. TIME2> ITPRNT=ITPR2 
17 IF CTIME3 .LE. 0.0> GO TO 77 
IF CT . GT. TIME3> ITPRNT=ITPR3 
IF CTIME4 .LE. 0.0> GO TO 77 
IF <T .GT. TIME4> ITPRNT=ITPR4 
77 CONTINUE 
IF CMDD<ITCTR, ITPRNT> .NE. O> GO TO 10 
WRITE (6, 4>T 
4 FORMAT ( 1H1 I I SOLUTION OF FLUID SYSTEM TRANSIENT AT TIME= I I E15. 5, 
1 2X, 'SEC',//) 
WRITE (6,5) 
5 FORMAT <1X, 'PIPE NO. ',6X, 'PRESSURE HEAD',7X, 'PRESSURE HEAD', 
116x. 'VELOCITY', 12x. 'VELOCITY', 14X, ··vAPOR CAVITY', 11sx. 
2 'UP STREAM END', 7X. 'DN STREAM END', 12x. 'UP STREAM END', 1x. 
3 'DN STREAM END I I 16X, 'LENGTH'' /2QX, 'PSI I, 17X, 'PSI I I 21 x, 'FT /SEC I, 



















WRITE <6, 9> .J, HP IPSI, HPNPSI ,.vp c J, I>, VP c J, NN>, CAVL<J> 
9 FORMAT C3X. I4.SX,E15. s.sx.E15. 5, 10X.E15. 5.5X.E15. 5, 1ox. 
1 E15 . 5> 
IFCNCAV(J).EQ. 0) GO TO 8 
WRITEC6, 105> J,NCAVCJ) 
105 FORMATC1X, 'NCAVC',13, ')=',I3,!) 
8 CONTINUE 
WRITEC6, 104) SI,TSI,SO,TSO,OI,TOI 
104 FORMATU1X, 'MAXIMUM HEAD <PSI> '//1X, 'SKID INLET : '• 
c 
13x, Els. s. 5x, 'AT T= ', E15. 5, sx, 'SEC' 11x. 'SKID OUTLET : ', 
22X.E15.5.5X. 'AT T='.E1S.5.5X. 'SEC'/1X. 'ORBITER INLET:•, 
3E15. 5, sx. 'AT T= ', ElS. 5, sx. 'SEC I) 
IF <ITANK1 .EG. ·o> GO TO 1 
IF CT . LE. 1. OE-10> GO TO 18 
WRITE (6, 19> 
19 FORMAT C/lX, 'DATA AT N.JCT=t <TANK> HAVE BEEN AD.JUSTED',/) 
18 WRITE (6,2> VOLTKT,VOLTKG,VOLTKL,C3P<1>,ELEVC1>,XL<1>,DELX<1> 
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102 IFCNSORCE<L> . EG. 2>WRITEC6, 103)L,SHEAD<L>,DHEADCL) 
103 FORMAT<1HO, 16HPUMP AT JUNCTION, I3,5X, 13HSUCTION HEAD=,FS. 1.5X, 15HD 
1ISCHARGE HEAD=,FB. 1> 
c 
10 IF <LTAPE . EG. O> GO TO 40 
IF CMOD<ITCTR, ITTPE> .NE. O> GO TO 40 
WRITE <LTAPE> T, <HT<L>,L=1.NJCT> 
DO 7 J=1,NPIPE 
NN=N<J>+1 









C ** ROUTINE TO CHECK TIME STEP FOR STABILITY ** 
c 
c 
COMMON /IN1/ NP<30>,NSORCE<30>,NSINK<30>,NSTANK<30),HT<30), 
1 C1PC3Q),C2P<30),C3P(30),VOL<30>,VOLMIN<30),GAMMAC30>,KK<30>, 
2 C0<30),C4P<30),Q(30),GP<30LFLIC30LDLI<30LXLI<30),V0LMAXC30) 
COMMON /INA/ D<40>,XLC4Q),V0(40),A<40>.ALPHAC40),FC40>,FF<40) 
COMMON /IN2/C44<30>,CVC30), ICC3Q,5),JJ<30,S>,NTAU<30),TIME<10,30>, 
1 TAUVC10,30>.TMDC10>.TAUDC10> 
COMMON /IN3/ NJCT,NPIPE.DELT,T,TMAX, ITPRNT, ISTOP,LPRT,LPLT, 
1 ITPLT,LTAPE, ITTPE,NJPLT,JPLT<30),TIME2. ITPR2,TIME3, ITPR3 
2 I TIME4, ITPR4 
COMMON /BK1/ XNC40>,DELXC40>,THETAC40),NC40LC1C40>,C3<40>,C2C40>. 
1H1MC40>.HNMC40>,T1C40),TNC40LHT1C30),DHEAD<30),SHEADC30),ELEV<30) 
COMMON /EK2/ VC40,200>,HC40,200},VS(40,200),HSC40,200), 
1VRC40,200>,VDC40,200), 
1 HRC40,200>,VPC40,200),HPC40,200), XIC<30,SLCC30,S> 
COMMON /BK3/ G,PI,RHO,VARPR,TITLEC20L ITCTR,KNTAPE, IRUN 
1 , !START, IDATPE 
COMMON /BUDBL/ VDPC40,200>,XCAVC40,200),CAVLC40>,NCAV<40LHSTC40> 
COHHON /TANK/ ITANK1.RADTK1,XHIGH1,XHIGH2,XDIST,VOLTKT,VOLTKG, 
1 VOLTKL,VFLOIN,TKLENG 
TOL=1. OE-6 
DTM I N=DELX C 1 >I ( V < 1, 1 ) +A ( 1 ) ) 
DO 1 J=t. NPIPE 
NN=N<J>+1 
DO 2 1=1,NN 
DTEST=DELX<J>l<VCJ, l>+A<J>> 
IF CDTMIN .LE. DTEST>QO TO 10 
DTMIN=DTEST 
JM=J 
10 IF <DTMIN .GT. TOL> GO TO 2 
WRITE (6,9) J, I.DELX(J),V(J I l),A(J),DTMIN 
9 FORMAT C/1X, 'TIME STEP TOO SMALL---J, I,DELXC.J),V(J, I>.ACJ>.DTMIN'/ 








8 IF <DELT .GT. DTHIN> GO TO 4 
RETURN 
4 DELT=DELT/2 . 
ITPRNT=2*ITPRNT 





WRITE C6,5) DELT,JM 
5 FORMAT (/1X, 'TIME STEP HAS BEEN HALVED,DELT=',E15. 6,' 
c 
1 AT PIPE '• 12,/) 
GO TO 8 
END 
SUBROUTINE TMFUNC 





COMMON /IN1/ NPC30),NSORCEC30),NSINKC30>.NSTANK<30>.HT<30>. 
1 C1PC30>.C2PC30>,C3PC30},VOL<30>.VOLHINC30>.GAMMAC30>.KKC30>. 
2 COC30),C4P C30),Q(30),QPC30>,FLIC30>.DLI<30>.XLIC30),V0LMAXC30) 
COMMON /INA / DC40>,XLC40>.V0<40>.A<40>,ALPHA<40>,F<40>,FFC40} 
COMMON /IN2 / C44C30>,CVC30>, IC(30,5),JJC30,5>.NTAU<30),TIMEC10,30>, 
1 TAUV<l0.30>,TMDC10>.TAUDC10> 
COMMON /IN3/ NJCT,NPIPE,DELT,T , TMAX, ITPRNT, ISTOP,LPRT.LPLT, 
1 ITPLT , LTAPE, ITTPE,NJPLT,JPLTC30),TIME2, ITPR2,TIME3, ITPR3 
2 I TIME4. ITPR4 
COMMON /BK1/ XNC40>.DELXC40>.THETA<40),NC40),C1<40>,C3C40>,C2C40>, 
1H1MC40>,HNM <40>.T1C40>,TN<40>.H11<30),DHEADC30J,SHEADC30),ELEVC30> 
COMMON /BK2/ VC40,200>.HC40,200>.VSC40,200>.HS<40,200), 
1VRC40,200>,VDC40.200>. 
1HRC40,200),VPC40,200>.HP<40,200),XlCC30,5),C(30,5> 
COMMON /BK3/ G,PI,RHQ,VARPR,TITLEC20), ITCTR,KNTAPE, IRUN 
1 I ISTART. IDATPE 
COMMON /BUBBL/ VDPC40,200), XCAVC40 , 200>.CAVL<40>.NCAVC40>.HST<40) 
COMMON )TANK/ ITANK1,RADTK1, XHIGH1.XHIGH2, XDIST,VOLTKT,VOLTKG, 
1 VOLTKL,VFLOIN,TKLENG 
C DATA FOR SPHERICAL TANK 
c 
DATA KN. xc . Fx111.o . . o. 1.0. 2.0. 3 ~ 0 . 4.o. 5.0. 6.o. 7,0. e.o. 9, 1. 0.0. , 
1 0. 028.0 . 104.0. 216 . 0.352.0. 5.0 . 648,0. 784.0.896.0. 972. 1.0/ 
C DATA FOR HORIZONTAL CYLINDRICAL TANK 
c 
DATA KM. XI.FD /18.0 . • 0 . 01.0. oe.0. 21.0. 6. 1.09, 1. 72.2. 47.3. 14.3.26. 
1 4. o4.4. 76.5. 35.s. e.6. 0B.6.23.6.26.6. 28. o .. o.4.o.e. 1. 2. t.6.2.0. 
2 2 . 4,2 . e.3. 1416.3. 2,3.6,4 . 0,4. 4.4 . e.s. 2.s.6.6.0.6 . 201 
C ITANK1=1 FOR SPHERICAL TANK, =2 FOR VETICAL CYLINDRICAL TANK, 
C =3 FOR HORIZONTAL CYLINDRICAL TANK 
c 




IF < IT ANK 1 . NE . 1 > GO TO 5 
VRATIO=VOLTKG/VOLTKT 




GO TO 6 
5 IF <ITANKl . NE. 2> GO TO 7 
DDIST=FLOUTi<PI*RADTK1**2> 
XDIST=XDIST+DDIST 
GO TO 6 
7 CONTINUE 
163 
VRATID=2 . *VOLTKG/CTKLENG*RADTK1**2> 








3 DDIST=VPCl, l>*DELT 
XLCl>=XL<l>-DDIST 
c 






SUBROUTINE INTP (X,Y,NN,A,B> 
DIMENSION A<l>,B<l> 
C ** ROUTINE FOR LINEAR INTERPOLATION ** 
C ** ARRAY A MUST BE IN ASCENDING ORDER ** 
c 
C TD CHECK IF X IS WITHIN TABULATED RANGE 
C SET Y EQUAL TO END-VALUE IF X IS OUT OF RANGE 
c 
IF <X . GT . A<l» GO TO 10 
Y=BCl> 
RETURN 





C TO FIND Xl AND Yl 
c 
DO 30 1=1,NN 
IMl=I-1 
TEST=X-ACNN-IM1> 
IF <TEST> 30,34,38 
38 Xl=A<NN-IMl> 
Yl=BCNN-IMl> 






C TO FIND X2 AND Y2 
c 
DO 50 I=l. NN 
TEST=X-ACI> 
IF <TEST . GT . 0 . > GO TO 50 
X2=ACI> 
Y2=B<I> 











































































uuuuu cc cc F 
yy yy TTTTTTTTTT RRRRRRRR 
YY YY TTTTTTTTTT RRRRRRRR 
yy yy TT RR 
YY YY TT RR 
yy VY TT RR 
YY yy TT RR 
VY TT RRRRRRRR 
yy TT RRRRRRRR 
VY TT RR RR 
VY TT RR RR 
VY TT RR RR 
VY TT RR RR 
yy TT RR 
VY TT RR 
AAAAAA TTTTTTTTTT ; j i; 
AAAAAA TTTTTTTTTT i; i j 
AA AA TT ; j;; 
AA AA TT ii;; 
AA AA TT 
AA AA TT 
AA AA TT ; i; i 
AA AA TT ; i;; 
AAAAAAAAAA TT ; ; i; 
AAAAAAAAAA TT iii; 
AA AA TT ii 
AA AA TT i; 
AA AA TT ; ; 
AA AA TT ii 
u u cc cc FFFFF 
u u c F 
u u c F 
u u . c FFFF 
u u c F 
u u c F 



















AAAAAA NN NN 
AAAAAA NN NN 
AA NN NN 
AA NN NN 
AA NNNN NN 
AA NNNN NN 
AA NN NN NN 
AA NN NN NN 
AAAAAAAAAA NN NNNN 








AA NN NN 
AA NN NN 
AA NN NN 
AA NN NN 
11 000000 
11 000000 
1111 00 00 
1111 00 00 
11 00 0000 
11 00 0000 
11 00 00 00 
11 00 00 00 
11 0000 00 
11 0000 00 
11 00 00 
11 00 00 
111111 000000 
111111 000000 
6-JUL-1983 16 38 
6-JUL-1983 16 38 
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DEL T=O. 0025, 
TMAX=5 . I 





HT=246 . 71246 . 7,246. 2,232. 6,232. 0,228. 11228 . • 223. 9,206. 5,202. 6, 168. 4,68. ,67.4, 
66 . 9,67 . 3,65. ,65. 155. 9,54. 1.53. 2,2*53.2, 
C3P=246. 71 
VOL=4*0 . I . 83,0 . I . 5, 
VOLMIN:4*0 . I . 001.0. I 
VOLMAX=4*0 . • 2 . 7.0. I 
GAMMA=4*0 . I 1 . 4.0 . I 
C0=4*0. I 131 . 7.0. I 
XLI=4*0 . ,30 . • o. ,24 . I 
DLI=4*0 . • o. 16610. I . 5, 
FLI=4*0 .• O. 01,0 . , O. 02. 
KK:4*0 . ,O . • O . • O. , 
D=l . 416 , 5* . 667 , 8* . 5,3*. 25.2* . 5,2*1. Q, 30 . I 
XL=103 . ,5. 1, 10. 2 , 25 . 5,94 . 5.6. 3,26. 2 , 183. 4,39. 3,366.8, 1061. 1,7*6. 55, 19. 65, 
6 . 125, 30 . 625 , 34 . 75, 
V0=2 . 307, 5*10 . 42,6*18 . 52 , 2*17 . 9,3*2. 47,2*18. 52,2*4. 63, 
0 . 005, 
A=2410 . ,3*1000. ,2*2500. I 13*2585. ,3*2440. I 
ALPHA=-70 . 51,2*-21 . 87,-90. ,-3. 7,0 . , -6 . 57,0. ,-90. 1-5. 11,-0. 124,30. 25, 
5*0 . ,-27 . 26,2*0. I 10. 25190 . I 
JJ=l. 1. 2, 3 , 4, 5 , 6 , 7, 8, 9, 10, 11. 12 , 13, 15, 16, 14, 18, 19, 20, 21. 22, B*O 
0.2 , 3 , 4,5,6,7,8,9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 16, 17, 18, 19.20.21.22,9*0, 
12*0• 15 , 3*0, 17 , 
IC=-1,21*1 , 9*0,20*-1,21*0,-1,3*0, 1, 
cv=2*0. ,3500 .• 6so. 3 . 0 . • 1900 . • o .• 2000. ,3*0 . • 2000 . • o . • 2000. ,500. ,60 . • o . • e5o. , 
0 . 12530. 7 10 . 14500000. I 
ELEV=222 . 4, 125 . 3 , 123. 4, 119. 6,94. 112*88. ,2*85. ,45. 7, 13. I 10. 7,5*14 . • 3•11. I 
16. 45, 51 . 2, 
N=17,2,4, 101 1511 , 4128,6,561162,7*1,3, 1,5,51 
F=22*0 . 0088, 
NTAU=7*0, 10,5*0,2*10, 
TIME=70*0 . 10 . • 2 . 2.3 . 3,4. 4,5 . 516. 6,7 . 718. 819 . 9, 11 . • 50*0. • 
0 . • 0 . 76, 1. 14, 1 . 52, 1. 9.2 . 2812. 66,3. 04,3.42.3.81 
0 . I 0 . 761 1. 141 1 . 521 1 . 9, 2 . 281 2 . 661 3 . 041 3. 421 3 . 81 
TAUV=7o*o . , 1 . • 0 . 69,o . 5310. 42.0. 29,0. 19.o. 12.0. 05.o.01.o .• so*o. , 
1 . I 0 . 691 0 . 531 0 . 421 0 . 291 0 . 191 0 . 121 0 . 051 0. 01. 0. I 
1. I 0 . 691 0 . 53, 0 . 421 0 . 29, 0 . 191 0 . 12, 0 . 051 0 . 011 0 . I 
$END . 
1 





















































































u c F 
u c F 
uuuuu cc cc F 
yy yy TTTTTTTTTT RRRRRRRR 
yy yy TTTTTTTTTT RRRRRRRR 
YY yy TT RR 
yy yy TT RR 
yy yy TT RR 
yy yy TT RR 
yy TT RRRRRRRR 
yy TT RRRRRRRR 
yy TT RR RR 
yy TT RR RR 
yy TT RR RR 
yy TT RR RR 
yy TT RR 
yy TT RR 
PPPPPPPP TTTTTTTTTT i;; i 
PPPPPPPP TTTTTTTTTT I I I I 
pp pp TT ; i;; 
pp PP TT ii; j 
pp PP TT 
PP pp TT 
pppppppp TT i;;; 
PPPPPPPP TT i;;; 
pp TT i;;; 
pp TT ; ; j; 
pp TT ; ; 
PP TT ; ; 
PP TT I I 
pp TT ; ; 
u u cc cc FFFFF 
u u c F 
u u c F 
u u c FFFF 
u u c F 
u u c F 













AAAAAA NN NN 
AAAAAA NN NN 
RR AA AA NN NN 
RR AA AA NN NN 
RR AA AA NNNN NN 
RR AA AA NNNN NN 
AA AA NN NN NN 
AA AA NN NN NN 
AAAAAAAAAA NN NNNN 
AAAAAAAAAA NN NNNN 
AA AA NN NN 
AA AA NN NN 
RR AA AA NN NN 
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HYTRAN INPUT DATA 















2 . 4999999E-03, 








228. 1000 228. 0000 

















67 . 30000 
1. 
2*65 . 00000 55.90000 
246. 2000 
223. 9000 
67 . 40000 
54 . 10000 
206. 5000 
66. 90000 
I 3*53. 20000 I 8*0. 0000000E+001 
C1P 30*0 . 0000000E+001 
C2P 30*0. OOOOOOOE+OO, 
C3P 246 . 7000 I 29*0 . 0000000E+001 
C4P 30*0 . 0000000E+001 
VOL 4*0. OOOOOOOE+OO, 0 . 8300000 O.OOOOOOOE+001 0. 5000000 
23•0. OOOOOOOE+OO, 
VOLMIN 4*0 . 0000000E+001 1.0000000E-03, 25*0. 0000000E+001 
VOLMAX 4*0. 0000000E+OO, 2 . 700000 25*0. OOOOOOOE+OO, 
GAMMA = 4*0. OOOOOOOE+OO, 1. 400000 I 25*0. 0000000E+001 
CO = 4*0 . OOOOOOOE+OO, 131 . 7000 , 25*0.0000000E+OO, 
XLI = 4*0. OOOOOOOE+001 30.00000 O.OOOOOOOE+OO, 24.00000 
23*0 . 0000000E+001 
DLI = 4•0. OOOOOOOE+001 0 . 1660000 0. OOOOOOOE+OO, 0 . 5000000 
23•0. OOOOOOOE+001 
FLI = 4*0. OOOOOOOE+001 9 . 9999998£-03, 0 . 0000000E+OO, 2.0000000E-02, 
23*0 . 0000000E+001 
KK = 30*0• 
D 1. 416000 I 5*0. 6670000 B*O. 5000000 3*0. 2500000 
2*0. 5000000 I 2*1.000000 30. 00000 I 10*0. oooooooE+oo. 
XL 103. 0000 5. 100000 10. 20000 25.50000 
94 . 50000 6 . 300000 26 . 20000 183.4000 39. 30000 
366. 8000 1C61. 100 , 7•6. 550000 19.65000 6. 125000 
30. 62500 34 . 75000 I 18*0. 0000000E+OO, 
VO 2 . 307000 I 5*10.42000 I 6*18. 52000 I 2*17.90000 
3*2. 470000 I 2*18. 52000 I 2*4.630000 4.9999999£-031 
18*0. 0000000E+OO, 
A 2410. 000 _, 3•1000.000 I 2•2500. 000 I 13*2585.000 
3*2440. 000 , 18*0. 0000000E+OO, 
ALPHA -70. 51000 I 2*-21 . 87000 -90. 00000 -3.700000 
O. OOOOOOOE+OO, -6. 570000 O. OOOOOOOE+OO, -90.00000 -s. 110000 
-o. 1240000 30.25000 I 5*0.0000000E+OO, -27.26000 
2*0. 0000000E+OO, 10. 25000 90.00000 , 18*0.0000000E+OO, 
J'-' 11: 2*11 21 31 4, 5, 
71 81 91 10. 11, 
131 151 161 141 18, 





10. 11. 12. 13. 14. 16. 
HVTRAN.RPT;55 6-JUL-1983 16 : 36 
17, 18. 19, 20, 
15, 3•0, 17, 73•0. 21•0, 
IC 
73•0, 
-1, 21•1. 9•0, 20•-1, 21•0. -1, 
CV c 2•0.0000000E+OO, 3500. 000 
1800. 000 0 . OOOOOOOE+OO, 2000 . 000 
O. OOOOOOOE+OO, 2000 . 000 500. 0000 
850. 0000 O. OOOOOOOE+OO, 2530. 700 
8•0. OOOOOOOE+OO, 
ELEV • 222 . 4000 
94 . 10000 I 2•88 . 00000 





' 2•85. 00000 
I 3• 11. 00000 
2. 
28. 
680 . 3000 O. OOOOOOOE+OO, 
I 3•0. 0000000E+OO, 2000.000 
60.00000 O. OOOOOOOE+OO, 
0 . 0000000E+OO, 4500000. 
123. 4000 











F 22•8. SOOOOOOE-03, 
NTAU c 7•0, 10, 
TIME c 71•0 . 0000000E+OO, 
1. 2•5, 18•0, 
18•0. 0000000E+OO, 
5•0. 2•10. 15•0, 
2 . 200000 
5 . 500000 6 . 600000 
11 . 00000 I 51•0 . OOOOOOOE+OO. 
7. 700000 
0 . 7600000 
1 . 900000 2 . 280000 2 . 660000 
3 . 800000 0 . OOOOOOOE+OO, 0 . 7600000 
1. 900000 2 . 280000 2 . 660000 
3 . 800000 I 150•0. OOOOOOOE+OO. 
TAUV = 70•0 . 0000000E+OQ, 1. 000000 
0 . 4200000 0 . 2900000 0 . 1900000 
9 . 9999998E-03, 51•0 . OOOOOOOE+OO, 1. 000000 
0 . 4200000 0 . 2900000 0 . 1900000 
9 . 9999998E-03, 0 . OOOOOOOE+OO, 1. 000000 
0 . 4200000 0 . 2900000 0 . 1900000 





0 . 71300E +02 
RADTKL FT XHIGHL FT 
0 . 18500E+02 0 . 11950E+02 
VARPR,FT 
0 . 20000E+01 
XHIQH2,FT 
0 . 42800E+O~ 
3 . 300000 
e . eooooo 
1. 140000 
3 . 040000 
1. 140000 
3 . 040000 
0 . 6900000 
0 . 1200000 
0 . 6900000 
0 . 1200000 
0 . 6900000 










3 . 420000 
1. 520000 
3.420000 
0 . 5300000 
5 . 000000lE-02, 
0. 5300000 
5.0000001E-02 
0 . 5300000 







OUTPUT PARAMETERS--LPRT, ITPRNT,LPLT, ITPLT,LTAPE, ITTPE .TIME2, ITPR2,TIHE3, ITPR3.TIME4, ITPR4 
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